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Abstract 
The hyperfine structure of 3He with an external magnetic field is precisely cal-
culated by using double basis set wave functions. The comparison with available 
experiments effectively tests the theory of hyperfine structure. 
An exact diagonalization provides a comprehensive interpretation of the results 
across the complete range of hyperfine coupling strengths of 3He. The theoret-
ical investigation shows that suppression of the hyperfine transitions is caused 
mainly by strong hyperfine mixing and accidental cancellation between two hyper-
fine states. An IS coupling model can also qualitatively interpret the suppression 
of the hyperfine transitions. However, this work has shown that the IS model will 
become more accurate as the hyperfine transitions occur between 2 3Si and n 3Pj 
states with higher values of principal quantum number n. 
An unexpected result of this work is that even for the low-Z isotope 3He, hyperfine-
induced transitions are still important. This originates from strong hyperfine mix-
ing between singlet and triplet states. 
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1 Introduction 
Helium is the simplest multielectron atom and thus well suited for the study of 
electron-electron interactions. Moreover, 3He is the simplest three-body system 
in which all three bodies have spin. Hence, 4He and 3He are excellent testing 
grounds for the approximation methods of quantum mechanics. Historically, the 
helium atom has been the subject of considerable experimental and theoretical 
interest in atomic physics for several reasons. First, because of its simplicity of 
two electrons only, the helium atom can be solved with very high accuracy in 
the nonrelativistic limit. For example, the nonrelativistic energy for the ground 
state of helium has been calculated precisely by Drake et al. [7] with the value of 
-2.903 724 377034 119 598 311(1) in atomic units. In addition, there is a systematic 
procedure for calculating the relativistic and higher-order quantum electrodynam-
ics (QED) corrections as perturbations. According to Drake [8], accurate calcula-
tions of the Bethe logarithm term in QED are now available and the theoretical 
energy levels are complete up to and including terms of order a3 Ry. Second, 
comparisons between precise theory and experiment provide an important test of 
the theory of QED and lead to a determination of fundamental physical quanti-
ties, such as the fine structure constant a with high accuracy [9, 10]. Finally, a 
combination of accurate theoretical isotope shift with experimental measurements 
provides a precise determination of the nuclear charge radius. This provides an 
especially valuable method for short-lived halo nucleus such as 6He [11] and 8He 
[12], and opens up a new area of study at the interface between atomic physics 
and nuclear physics. In astrophysics, 4He is important because it is the second 
most abundant element in the universe. Its spectrum is prominent whenever the 
temperature is hot enough to excite the transitions. The rare 3He is also interest-
ing because its spectral lines can be comparable in strength with 4He in certain 
peculiar stars [13]. However, a comprehensive listing of precise energy levels and 
transitions of 3He and 4He are not available in the literature until recently, when 
1 
Morton, Wu, and Drake [14] published energy levels of the two isotopes , and 
Drake and Morton [15] published transition rates of 4He for n = 1 to 10 and L — 0 
to 7. It is desirable to supplement the table of transition rates of 4He with those 
of 3He. 
This thesis is divided into six major sections. Section 2 briefly summarizes precise 
nonrelativistic calculations of atomic energies and relativistic and QED corrections. 
Section 3 contains the hyperfine structure theory, especially with its application to 
the hyperfine structure of the 2P state of 3He in an external magnetic field. The 
resulting Zeeman shift in the hyperfine energy levels causes some of them to cross 
at particular values of the magnetic field strength. A comparison with experiment 
provides a sensitive test of the theory. Section 4 presents a study of hyperfine sup-
pression (anomalously weak hyperfine transition) of the 2 3Si to 3 3 P j radiative 
transition in 3He. The IS coupling model explains qualitatively the recent experi-
mental measurement by Sulai et al. [5]. However, the exact diagonalization we pro-
pose is able to account for the deviation between the IS coupling model and exper-
iment and leads to an excellent agreement between theory and experiment. Section 
5 investigates the hyperfine-induced transition (HFI) for 1,3D to 1 ,3P, which supple-
ments the study of HFI for high-Z ions in the literature. Section 6 contains results 
and conclusions. Finally, the extensively calculated electric dipole transitions of 
all possibilities for 2S to nP and 2P to nD of 3He are compiled in Appendix A, 
and Appendix B, respectively, which supplements Drake and Morton's work [15]. 
Appendix C is a general integral needed for this work, and Appendix D contains 
detailed list of common transition factors |(2 1 '3S ,||r1(
1)+r2
(1)||n 1'3P)\2(n = 2-10) 
and |{2 ^P\\r^ + T2M\\n ^D)\
2{n = 3 - 10). 
2 
2 Heliumlike Atomic System and Its Description 
2.1 Nonrelativistic Description 
The Schrodinger equation for two-electron atomic systems is based on the knowl-
edge of all the energy interaction in this system. The Hamiltonian of this work 
may be defined by 
H = #NR + #Rel + #QED + #hfe ( l ) 
where //NR is the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian, H^e\ represents the relativistic cor-
rection of lowest order, //QED stands for all higher-order effective relativistic and 
quantum electrodynamic (QED) corrections, and #hfs is the hyperfine interaction 
between electrons and nucleus for the case where the nuclear spin is nonzero (hy-
perfine structure will be discussed in Section 3) . 
The approach followed is first to solve the Schrodinger equation to obtain suffi-
ciently accurate wave functions, then treating H^i, # Q E D , ifhfs as corrections by 
means of perturbation theory. 
The Schrodinger equation for the heliumlike two-electron atomic system is defined 
by 
HNRij = £ N I # , (2) 







2M wn 2mvni 2ro Vifa \R - Rx\ \R-R2\ 
e2 
\Ri — Rz\ 
(3) 
where h is the Planck constant, e is the electronic charge, R is the position vector 
—• —• 
of the nucleus of mass M, Ri and R2 are the position vectors of the two electrons 
with mass m as shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 1: Helium atom in fixed-origin coordinate system. 
We now make the standard transformation to scaled center-of-mass and relative 
coordinates defined by 
X = 
MR + mRi + mR2 
(M + 2m)a(l 
(4) 
T\ 
R\ — R 
(5) 
R2 — R 
r% = (6) 
where a v ~ n a0 is the reduced Bohr radius, /i = ™^M is the reduced electron m+M 
mass, and a0 = ^ is the Bohr radius (4TT£0 = 1 through out this thesis). The 
Figure 2: Helium atom in center-of-mass coordinate system. 
center-of-mass X is an ignorable coordinate and the Schrodinger equation reduces 
to the dimensionless form 
1 <, 1 9 u, -
' 2 V ' - 2 V ^ M V l , V 2 
Z _ Z J_ 
T\ r2 rX2 
# r ! , r 2 ) = Eip(r1,r2), (7) 
2 
where ru = \f{—f^\, ENR = ^-E is the nonrelativistic energy. The unit of energy 
is f- = 2RM, where RM = £-Roo is the reduced-mass Rydberg, and — = 2Rao is 
the atomic unit of energy. Figure 2 shows the helium atom in the center-of-mass 
system. 
The mass polarization term — ̂ V i ' V2 in Equation (7) produces the state-
dependent special isotope shift. If ̂  <C 1, then this term can be dropped to 
a first approximation. In this approximation, we obtain the Schrodinger equation 
for infinite nuclear mass 
1 2 
" o V i -
2 






ip(rur2) = Eip(rur2) (8) 
In practical calculations, Z-scaled coordinates p = Zr are introduced. Equation 
(8) then becomes 
•\ V« - J V% ~ - -J- + ^ - ^ , p 2 ) = E'xP(PuP2) (9) 
Z 2 P\ f>2 Pl2 ' 
where i? = Z2£", and ENR =(Z
2^-E). The advantage is that the Schrodinger 
equation becomes independent of Z in the limit Z —> oo. Because of the Coulomb 
interaction term -— between the two electrons, the exact wave function ip{Pi>P2) 
cannot be written as a simple product of one-electron functions. The practical 
calculation is to to find a trial wave function \tp) = |^tr) expressed in terms of 
linear variational coefficients ou as 
N 
Mr) = X>l^> (10) 
i=l 
where \<f>i) denote the members of a basis set, and the linear coefficients are deter-
mined by 
d <<M/fhM=0f i = 1^3^N (11) 
d(Xi ( ^ t r # t r ) 
which is equivalent to the matrix equation 
Ha = EOa (12) 
where H is a matrix with matrix element Htj = (<f>i\H\(j)j), O is a matrix with 
matrix element Oij = (<fri\<j)j), and a is a column vector with element a,j. 
Solving the generalized eigenvalue problem will yield N eigenvalues and corre-
sponding N sets of coefficients a;, which represents the trial wave function in the 
chosen basis set. For any approximate wave function, the computed energy is an 
upper bound to the exact lowest eigenvalue. For excited states, the Hylleraas-
Undheim-Macdonald theorem states that the computed energies are also upper 
bounds to the corresponding exact eigenenergy [16, 17], provided only the correct 
number of states lies below. Hylleraas [18] was the first to include ri2 dependence 
in the trial wave function for the ground state of helium in the form 




where the â fc are liner variational coefficients, a and /? are nonlinear parameters. 
The same trial function is often expressed in terms of the equivalent variables 
s = ri + r2 t = ri - ?*2 u = r12 
The Hylleraas method has been applied with great success by many authors to the 
low-lying states of helium and heliumlike ions, especially in the early 1970's, in 
calculations by Pekeris and co-workers [19]. However, the two problems of linear 
dependence and loss of accuracy for high-lying states have to be solved. Drake 
[20] has proposed a new variational approach. This approach relies on including 
the screened hydrogenic wave function for two electrons in the trial function and 
doubling the remaining correlated part of the wave function 
Ar(ri,r2,r12) = a0^o(ls, nl) + ^ [aijkXijk(oci,ft) + bijkXijk(^2, fc)] 
ijk 
xYiuh,L(^ r~2) ± exchange, (14) 
where i/jo(ls,nl) denotes the screened hydrogenic wave function defined by 
V>0(ls, nl) = ifuin, Z)ipni(f2, Z - 1), (15) 
where <pis(ri, Z) and <pni(r2, Z—l) are hydrogenic wave function for nuclear charge 
Z and Z — l respectively. Xijk(&,l3) are the correlated basis function of the form 
Xiik(<*,0) = r\rirk12e-
ar ^ r \ (16) 
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the angular function Y^l2 L(?i, r2) denotes a vector product of solid spherical har-
monics for the two electrons to form a state of total angular momentum L 
*SU(n,r2) = r[>r
lj £ {hhmlm2\LM)Yl^{f{)Y^{f'2) (17) 
The double basis set method includes each combination of powers i, j , k with two 
different pairs of nonlinear parameters (oti,pi) and (c^,/^)- This has the effect 
of naturally dividing the basis set into two sectors with quite different distance 
scales-an asymptotic scale with ot\ and Pi close to their screened hydrogenic values 
c*i ~ Z and Pi ~ (Z — l ) /n, and inner correlation scale with much larger « 2 and 
Pi. Thus linear dependence is avoided as the two pairs of nonlinear parameters will 
be sufficiently different. In addition, two different pairs of nonlinear parameters 
(QI , /?I ) and (a^Az) are optimized completely to make the calculated eigenenergy 
as low as possible 
g - 0 , « = 1 , 2 (18) 
^ = 0 , i - 1,2 (19) 
This new variational approach has proved to be very successful in improving the 
precision of calculated energy eigenvalues. For example, Drake, Cassar, and Nis-
tor [7] has calculated the ground state energy of helium with the extrapolated 
value (in atomic units) of -2.903 724377034119598311(1). A detailed list of high 
precision variational energy eigenvalues for all states of helium up to n — 10 and 
L = 7 and their comparison with other calculations can be found in Drake [20, 21]. 
2.2 Finite Nuclear Mass Correction 
As pointed on previously, Equation (7) includes the mass polarization term — jj jVr 
V2 which was dropped in Equation (8). The correction coming from this mass 
polarization term can be treated by expanding in powers of jfe according to per-
turbation theory 
^ = tfoo + ^ ( 1 ) + ( £ ) > > + ... (20) 
EM = E00 + ^ + (^)
2eiS + ... (21) 
2 
in units of — = 2RM, where 
e & ^ - M n U V i - ^ M n U (22) 
(2) = y- Mn)JVi • VahKOJMOJVi • VaMw) J 3 
*-^ En - Ei 
eM 
tyn 
and i?oc and V>(n)oo a r e * n e Ti^n solution to the infinite mass problem. Instead of 
calculating eM directly, the coefficient of the quadratic term can be extracted from 
two calculations: one for infinite mass energy E^ and one for a particular finite 
mass energy EM, and subtracting the first order correction fjS^ calculated by 
Equation (22). Then Equation (21) will be used for isotopes with different nuclear 
mass, for example, 3He, 4He, 6He, and 8He. 
2.3 Lowest-Order Relativistic Corrections 
Relativistic corrections of the lowest order 0(a2) are calculated with respect to 
ipoo satisfying the nonrelativistic Schrodinger for infinite nuclear mass (in atomic 
units) 
A £ r e i = (^ool^rell^oo) (24) 
where HTe\ = Ylt=i-^i-
 anc^ {-̂ *} a r e Breit operators [22] 
Q ' 
* i = -™-(Vf + V$) (25) 
B2 = — 
1 - - 1 -. -.' 
V i - V 2 + 33-^2(^2 -Vi)V2 »"12 12 
(26) 
£ 3 = 
a ' 3  7^ [fa - f{) x fi • (s[ + 2&) + (f[ - 1%) x & • (& + 2s[)] 
Za2 '1 -. . . 1 . . . -3»"i x px • sa + -^r2 x p2 • s2 (27) 
B,= ^a2Z[5(f{)+5(r-2)} (28) 
5 , = a2 
1 3 
5-si • «2 - ^ - ( s l • n2)(sl • rf2) Lr12 12 
(29) 
B6 = --•Ka
25(ri2)s'i • si (30) 
where B\ is the relativistic correction due to the variation of mass with veloc-
ity. B2 corresponds to the classical relativistic orbit-orbit interaction between the 
electrons. B3 describes the spin-orbit interaction and spin-other-orbit interaction 
between the two electrons. J54 represents the contact terms. B5 represents the 
interaction between the spin magnetic dipole moments of the two electrons. Be 
stands for the spin-spin contact term which accounts for the interaction of the spin 
magnetic moments of two electrons. 
2.4 Relativistic Reduced Mass and Recoil Corrections 
The relativistic reduced mass correction comes from the reduced mass scaling of 
the above Bi terms upon the replacement r —• jr together with additional terms 
A2 and A3, generated by the transformation of the Breit interaction to center-of-
mass and relative coordinates [23, 24]. 
<A£H*)M = ]T<5f) (31) 
i = l 
in units of —, where 
B? = -3£* (32) 
B? = -2^B2 + A2 (33) 
B» = -2^B3e + A3 (34) 
B3e = £T \.(f* ~ r"i) x Pi ' (s"i + 2s~*) + (r"i - r"a) x & • (*2 + 25"i)] (35) 
>M _ o A* B f = - 2 ^ , i = 4,5,6 (36) 
A2 = -Za 
1 v,.2 H 
2 M 1=1 *• 3 
fi • (V : + V2)V, } 
+ ̂ SE{£<*+*>-*} (37) 
A 3 = Za2]n 
M L
r l 
1 - - - 1 - - -.' 
-jri x p2 • si + -3T2 x pa • 52 
(38) 
The recoil correction arises from second-order cross terms between the Bi and the 
mass polarization operator — -^V • V denoted by 
6 
( A M x = £<B*> (39) 
i= i 
where 
<B' > -2M E £ ^ <«) 
2.5 Spin-Dependent Anomalous Magnetic Moment Cor-
rections 
The spin-dependent parts of the anomalous magnetic moment correction to Bi can 
be included by replacing each spin factor Sj by \gtSi, where <& ~ 2(1 + ^-). The 
result is expressed as 



















2.6 Quantum Electrodynamics Corrections 
Two kinds of QED corrections axe considered, which are the electron-nucleus cor-
rection and the electron-electron correction. 
2.6.1 Electron-Nucleus QED Correction 
As derived by Kabir and Salpeter [25], the general form of the electron-nucleus 
part denoted as AEL,I for helium is simply obtained from the corresponding hy-
drogenic case by inserting the correct electron density at the nucleus in place of 
the hydrogenic quantity 8(r) = T ^ T , and the correct two-electron value of the 
Bethe logarithm. The lowest-order QED shift is 
A£i , i = ^-(5(f[) + 6(f2)) [ln(Za
2)-2 + 19/30 - p(lsnl)} , (45) 
where p(nls) is the two-electron Bethe logarithm term defined by 
M, n Ego K^Vi +PW
(i))la(fl - 3>)ln|E, - EQI 
mlsnl) = — - rrr, (46) 
2.6.2 Electron-Electron QED Correction 
Araki and Sucher [26] derived the electron-electron QED shift as 
A£L , 2 = ^ 
where 
14, . . 164 
y Ho) + -u (S(rn)) ~ j<*3Q, (47) 
13 
Q = -/- lim(rr2
3(£) + 4TT(7 + ln(e))<S(r12)> (48) 
47T e—>0 
7 is Euler's constant, and £ is the radius of a sphere centered about ryi that is 
excluded from the range of integration. 
2.7 Correction Due to Finite Nuclear Size 
The lowest-order correction due to finite nuclear size is 
AEnuc = ^ ( £ j <*(ri)+*(»=,)), (49) 
where R is the root-mean-square (rms) radius of the nuclear charge distribution 
and a0 is the Bohr radius. This equation is very important in determining the rms 
nuclear radius of 3He [27] , 6He [28], and 8He [29], experimentally by the atomic 
isotope shift method. 
2.8 Total Energy 
Accounting for the relativistic corrections and QED corrections, the total energy 
for state 2S+lLj may be expressed as 
£tot = ENR + AE^ + AE
<^) + AETel + (AERR)M + {AERR)x + 
A£ a n o m + AELtl + AEL,2 + AEnnc + AEST, (50) 
where 
A P ( 1 ) _ ^ - ( 1 ) frU 
A£»-(£)»*2?. - (52) 
AEST is due to the singlet-triplet mixing caused by the spin-dependent Breit op-
erators, the anomalous magnetic moment, and finite mass corrections providing 
off-diagonal singlet-triplet coupling terms. It is the difference between the energies 
of state n1Lj before diagonalization and after diagonalization of the Hamiltonian 
matrix in the two-dimensional basis sets of LS-eoupled states with the same n, L, 
and J. Other terms have been described previously. 
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3 Hyperfine Structure of the 23P State of 3He 
with External Magnetic Field 
The Zeeman effect, the study of the behavior of atoms in the presence of a mag-
netic field, is a long and well established branch of spectroscopy. If the theory of 
the Zeeman effect is sufficiently well understood, then it can be used to extrapo-
late precise measurements for the fine structure or the hyperfine structure in the 
presence of magnetic fields to zero-field strength. Experimentally, level-crossing 
has been used to investigate the fine structure and the hyperfine structure of the 
excited states of atoms, such as 4He [31, 32, 33, 34], and 3He [2, 35, 36, 37]. As a 
two-electron atomic system, helium has been the object of extensive investigation 
for many years. 3He, one of the isotopes of helium, has hyperfine structure because 
of its nonzero nuclear spin (7 = 1/2). The splitting of the hyperfine structure lev-
els of 3He with and without an applied magnetic field has been studied in many 
theoretical and experimental works [1, 3, 14, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. This section 
summarizes the general description of the hyperfine structure of 2 3P state of 3He. 
The hyperfine structure in the 2 3P state of 3He with an external magnetic field is 
presented. The high precision values of field strengths where magnetic sublevels 
cross are predicted. The crossings are compared with available experimental data. 
3.1 Hyperfine Structure 2 3P State of 3He 
The total Hamiltonian in the absence of external fields is 
H = #NR + #Rel + #QED + #hfs (53) 
where each term in the above equation has the same significance as in Section 
2. The spin-dependent operators in i/nei and HQED are responsible for the fine 
structure for helium as described by many authors (see Drake [23, 24] for a review). 
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Following the notation of Hinds, Prestage and Pichanick [39], the fine structure 
parameters needed to diagonalize the total Hamiltonian matrix in the finite subset 
of states were previously calculated by Morton, Wu and Drake [14] and listed in 
the Table 1. In this work, instead of using directly the theoretical fine structure 
energies for 3He, we combined the theoretical isotope shifts for 3He relative to 4He 
with the best experimental ionization energies for 4He, as recently measured by, 
for example, Zelevinsky et al. [44]. This gives higher accuracy because, due to 
cancellations of the mass-independent QED uncertainties, the calculated isotope 
shifts are considerably more accurate than the total ionization energies. This 
higher accuracy (better than ±100 kHz in the isotope shift) has been used to 
deduce nuclear charge radii for light isotopes and halo nuclei [20, 45, 46, 47, 27]. 
77hfe> the hyperfine interaction term coming from the magnetic interaction between 
electrons and the nuclear spin for 3He, leads to each fine structure energy level 
being split into several sublevels with total quantum numbers from F = \ J — I\ 
to F = J + I. Since the interaction for the higher-order multipoles (such as 
magnetic octupole) vanish for i" = 1/2, we need only consider the magnetic dipole 
contribution. According to Bethe and Salpeter [22], the magnetic dipole hyperfine 
interaction for a two-electron atomic system can be written as 
i=1 I
 r i Ti L ri J J 
(54) 
where /2 = —fJ-o9iI is the nuclear magnetic moment, JJLQ = 13.99624604(35) x 
103MHz/T (CODATA 2006 adjustment values) the Bohr magneton, gj = 2.317 4824(7) x 
10 - 3 the nuclear g factor for 3He [39], and f̂ ,̂ , U the position vector, spin and 
orbital angular momentum of the ith electron, respectively. 
Hyperfine structure can be treated as a small perturbation relative to the large 
electrostatic splitting between states with different principal quantum number n, 
but it cannot be treated as a small perturbation relative to the fine structure 
splitting since the hyperfine splittings are in fact comparable in size to the fine 
structure splittings. The principle of the calculation is to carry out an exact di-
agonalization of the fine and hyperfine interaction matrix together within each 
manifold of states with the same n. The most important interactions are within 
the manifold of fine structure states with the same L, S, and F, but different J; 
but there are also significant off-diagonal mixings between singlet and triplet states. 
With the definitions 
F I J' 
» t ? ( l ) = ( -1 ) J + / + F [ (2J + 1)(2J' + 1)]1 /2-^ *- (55) 
V 
I 1 I 
•I 0 I 
1/0 . 1/2 S' 1/2 , 
Xs,s> = - [ (25 + l)(25' + l)]
1/2{ } (56) 
S 1/2 1 
then the hyperfine interaction matrix element in the coupled representation \LSJIF) 
is expressed as 
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 + Xs,s' { 
L J' S 
J L 1 
L L 2 
S' S 1 > 
J' J 1 
S' J' L 
J S 1 
L 1 L 
-MOM 
L 2 L 
-M 0 M 
(57) 
The three hyperfine structure parameters [39, 40], extended to include off-diagonal 
matrix elements, are denned by 
Cs\s — 
Ds = 
• |WS< 2S'+lLM | 5(n) + (-lf-s6(r2) | ™^LM) 
2gIL4(
2b+lLM\lur^ + l2,zr^ 2S+1 LM) 




evaluated with M = L throughout Eqs. (57- 60). Here, C$(f) = ^/4n/5Y°(f), 
and the conversion factor from atomic units to MHz is gi^l = 202.998180(61) 
MHz [14]. 
High precision values for all the hyperfine structure parameters in Equations (58) 
to (60) can be calculated by using the double basis set wave functions in Hylleraas 
co-ordinates with and without the mass polarization correction. The details are 
described in full by Drake [20, 21]. Thus the linear mass polarization coefficient 
8up can be deduced and applied to any helium isotope. The final expression, 
including the linear mass polarization S^p, reduced mass correction and higher 
order relativistic, QED, and finite nuclear size corrections are [48] 
Cs',s = C£PS[1 + («gP - 3)n/M + a/27r + <5h
c
0] (61) 
Z?s = 4 0 ) [ 1 + ( ^ M P - 3 W M + C ] (62) 
Es>,s = 4 ' !S [1 + ( ^ M P - 3 W M + Q/27T + C ] (63) 
where the ratio of reduced mass to nuclear mass (from CODATA 2006 adjust-
ment values) is nJM = 1.819212062(2) x 10 -4, and the fine structure constant 
a = 7.297352 5376(50) x 10 -3 . In order to achieve higher accuracy for the hyper-
fine structure, it is necessary to estimate 8£0 in Equation (61) for the dominant 
Fermi contact term C\\. As suggested by Hambro [40], Hinds [39], and the detailed 
comparison in Table V of Riis et al. [48], we assume 8£0 = 0.000 507(4) for the 
2 P states with the uncertainty of 0.000 004 being the difference of 8fi0 between 
He(ls2s) and He+(ls). The calculated values for all hyperfine structure parame-
ters are listed in Table 1 as well. 
Finally, once the fine structure parameters and the hyperfine structure parameters 
are available, the hyperfine energy structure can be obtained by diagonalizing the 
complete 11x11 matrix of the Hainiltonian operator in the coupled representation 
\LSJIF). Since the Hamiltonian in Equation (53) is rotationally invariant, the 
dependence on the associated magnetic quantum number Mp can be dropped. 
Table 2 tabulates our hyperfine splittings in the 2 3P state of 3He, and compares 
them with other theoretical works. The comparison shows that our results are in 
good agreement with other calculations, but with higher accuracy. 
Table 1: A , E0, and Ex are the 2 ^ - 2
 3 P 2 , 2
 3 P 0 - 2
 3 P 2 and 2
 3 P x - 2
 3 P 2 energy 
level separation, respectively. EM, is the off-diagonal matr ix element being used 
by Morton, Wu, and Drake [14]. A ' and E[ are the corresponding quantit ies before 
diagonalization. Cs,s>, Ds, and Es,s' are the hyperfine s tructure parameters. The 
uncertainty of C^i comes from 8fi0. Units are MHz. 
Fine structure parameters Hyperfine structure parameters 
A 614 312 86.5(2) [14] 













Table 2: The hyperfine splitting of 2 3P state of 3He . The quoted errors of the 
calculated quantities in the present work reflect the contribution from <5£0. Units 
are MHz. 
Hyperfine splitting 
(J, F) - ( J \ F') Present work Other theory 
(0 ,1 /2 ) - (2 ,3 /2 ) 27424.837(12) 27426a 27424.8b 27413.5(1.0)c 
(2 ,3 /2 ) - (1 ,1 /2 ) 668.033(9) 668a 668.0b 668.2(1.0)c 
(1 ,1 /2 ) - (1 ,3 /2 ) 4512.191(12) 4510a 4512.2b 4512.2(1.0)c 
(1 ,3 /2 ) - (2 ,5 /2 ) 1780.880(1) 1780a 1780.9b 1781.0(1.0)° 
aJohnson et al. [43] 
bHinds et al. [39] 
cHijikata and Ohtsuki [42] 
3.2 Hyperfine Structure With External Magnetic Field 
The total Hamiltonian of the 3He atom in an applied magnetic field is 
H = HNR + HRel + #QED + tfhfs + Hz, (64) 
where each term in Equation (64) has the same significance as before, except for 
the Zeeman term Hz representing the interaction between the atom (electrons and 
nuclear spin) with external magnetic field. 
In order to obtain Zeeman sublevels with higher accuracy, we follow the formalism 
of Yan and Drake [49, 51], in which the Zeeman interaction (between electrons and 
magnetic field) includes the linear terms, diamagnetic terms, and a2 relativistic 
correction terms. The general form of the Zeeman interaction between the atom 
and magnetic field was derived from the Breit interaction by Perl and Hughes 
[52], later by Lewis, Pichanick and Hughes [53] and by Lewis and Hughes [54]. In 
Ref. [49], Yan and Drake published a detailed description of the evaluation of the 
various terms using their double basis set variational technique for the states of 
2 3Pj, 2 xPi, 2 3Si, 3 3 Pj of 4He. All the matrix elements corrected to order a2 in 
their work are considered to be very precise and were cited by many authors such 
as Zelevinsky et al. [44] and Courtade et al. [41]. 
The total Zeeman Hamiltonian (electrons and nuclear spin included) can be ex-
pressed as 
7 
#z = X>- (65) 
i=0 
where 
Ho = »BB • (gLL + gsS) (66) 
23 
Hx = -\a2»BB • J2 V?(^- x Vj) + a\BB • £ s 3 V ) (67) 
ffa = faWT£[g + ^ f c - ? * ^ ) ] -f 3 rJ 3 r i r i 
(68) 
H3 = - aVs-B • ^—[(Sj + 2sfc) x fjfc] x fj 
1 W T* 
(69) 
H4 = - a
2 / ^ - ^ 
fc>i 
— {rj x V^ + ffc x Vj) 
— ft xfk)fjkx (Vj + Vfe) 
Tjfe 
(70) 
#5 = J ^ B £ • £(«*• x Vfc) 
^ 6 = i ( / i B B z ) 2 X ; ^ [ l - C 2 0 ( o ) ] 
(71) 
(72) 
H7 = -fj.B9l(B-}) (73) 
Using standard angular momentum theory, the matrix element of Hz in the cou-
pled representation \LSJIFMp) can be written in the form 
(LSJ'IF'M'F\HZ\LSJIFMF) = HZ{1) + Hz(2) + Hz{3) + Hz(4), 
where 
(74) 
Hz(l) = ( - l )
f " + F + ' - M ' + J ' [ 6 (2F ' + \){2F + 1)(2J' + l)(2J + l ) ] " 2 
K-i)M+v,{ 5 i' ? }+<-!)«-'•,{£ £ i } 
L L 2 
+ <M 5' 5 1 
J' J 1 
F ' 1 F 
-MF 0 M F 
r j ' F' i \ 
{ F J 1 / ^A/F/,MF(A*O-B) 
(75) 
#z(2) = ( _ l ) 2 F + / - M F + 2 J + L + S [ ( 2 j p + l ) ( 2 J + l ) ] / ^ 
{ F J O / { J L O } 'W'W.A'F 
F 0 F 







Hz(3) = (-1) 
F'+F+I-MF+J+J'+L+S+1 
( 
F' 2 F 
-MF 0 M F 
{ F j ' 2 } [ ( 2 ^ + 1 ) ( 2 i r + l ) ( 2 J ' + l ) ( 2 J + l ) ] ^ 
j I / 5 
\ J L 2 / >MF,,MF~ > -Roc 
(76) 
(77) 
# z (4 ) = (-l)
2-F , ' -^+'+-'[(2F' + 1)(2F + 1)(27 + 1)(7 + 1)/]* 
F ' 1 F \ ( I F' J \ 
-MF 0 MF ) { F I 1 /
 6MF'MJJ'A»OB)9I, 
(78) 
where I? is the external magnetic field strength, and i?,^ = 3.289 841 960360(22) x 
109(MHz) is the Rydberg constant. The physical origin of these terms is as fol-
lows. The linear term Hz(\) consists of the lowest-order Zeeman effect (gL and gs 
term), the correction for the motion of the center of mass ( rn/M term), and the 
relativistie corrections (a2 term). Hz(2) and Hz(3) arise from the scalar quan-
tity l(fJ,0B)
2 Y%=i r?[l ~~ C ? ^ ) ] due to the diamagnetic magnetic field effect. The 
last term Hz(4) represents the linear interaction between the nuclear spin and the 
external magnetic field. The various g factors are defined as 
R2L + 1)L(L + 1) , 2 m a2 
9 i - V 6 9L + V6M17G{2 3 ~ A ) 
(79) 
^ 
(25 + 1 ) 5 ( 5 + 1 ) ^ 2 n(25+l) 
6 9s+a{-l)vrm 
F5 + - F 6 - -F7 
1/2 5 1/2 1 
5 1/2 1 ) 
fc = Q=(-l)*(25+l){ f f/2 f } ^ (-** + §*) 
with [55, 56] 
(80) 
(81) 
9Qi = -fio 
5Q2 = * n 
1 m 
9L = l~M 
9s = 2 - 0.328478965 (-
\1 
* \ 2 /( 
- ) + 1.17611 (-
T/ \ J 





m/M = 1.819543 075(2) x 10 -4 is the ratio of the electron mass to the nuclear 
mass for 3He, a is the fine structure constant as previously, Fi(i = 1 — 11) represent 
the deduced matrix elements defined as follows, and Z = 2 is the atomic number 
of helium. 
By the Wigner-Eckart theorem, the relation between the matrix element and the 
reduced matrix element is 
(LM\Ok\L'M') = (-1)L~M ( \ 4 * ?„ ) (L\\O
k\\L>) 
L k V 
-M q M' (86) 
where 0*1 is a spherical tensor operator. All the reduced matrix elements are to 
be calculated with respect to the nonrelativistic wave function of helium. 
F 1 = < L | | i ( f 1 x V 2 ) | | L > (87) 
F2 =< L\\i—{n x V2)||L > (88) 
7"12 
F 3 = < L | | - i V ? ( f i x V i ) | | L > (89) 
F4 = < L\\i—(fi x f2)(f12 • V2)\\L > (90) 
r12 
F 5 = < L | | V ? | | L > (91) 
F 6 = < L | | - | | L > (92) 
F7=<L\\ — \\L> (93) 
FB=<L\\-C2(r1)\\L> (94) 
F 9 =<L | |—C 2 ( r 1 2 ) | |L > (95) 
7*12 
F10 =< L\\r\\\L > (96) 
Fn=<L\\r\C2{r1)\\L> (97) 
All the matrix elements Ft in Equations (87) to (97) for
 3He can be directly derived 
from those of 4He by means of the following expansion, for each Fi of 4He is 
available from the work of Yan and Drake [49] 
<Fi>=Q"[(Fn + 4p(^)], 08) 
where (Fi) represents the matrix element for the finite nuclear mass case (includ-
ing mass polarization via the S^p term), and F?° is the matrix element for infinite 
nuclear mass. Also, n is the degree of homogeneity with respect to r for each 
operator. For example, n = 1 for F&. 
The derived values of Fi for the 2 3P and 2 *P states of 3He are tabulated in Table 
3. All reduced g values are summarized in Table 4. 
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Table 3: The derived matrix element F, in 2P state of 3He. Units are atomic units. 
T e r m 2 3 P 7 2
1 P 1 
Fa 0.157572 048(12) -0.079995675 82(29) 
F2 0.064 7288959988(61) -0.047076820 946(16) 
F3 -0.385681226510 79(95) -0.295614066179 7(12) 
F4 -0.003064538914 974(73) 0.018 276650 4846(12) 
F5 -3.693445 280159661(98) 
F6 1.962 501026331505(35) 
F7 0.461810189574096(48) 
F8 -0.153 716797823(19) 
F9 -0.28789924632834(58) 
F10 22.887028979 21(20) 27.32129750407(84) 
Fn -14.05758960346(12) -16.863 54175787(54) 
Table 4: Derived g factors in the 2P states. Units are atomic units. 






0.999834544 585 67(5) 
2.002 238875 776(8) 
Using the tabulated values for the parameters and matrix elements, the energies of 
Zeeman sublevels of the hyperfine structure of 3He are then obtained as a function 
of the applied magnetic field strength by diagonalizing the complete 24 x 24 matrix 
of the Hamiltonian in the coupled representation \LSJIFMp), including all basis 
states of a given L, n, and spin multiplicity. Figures 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the 
behavior of the 2 3P state as the magnetic field strength is varied from 0 to 10 000 
gauss, where each sublevel is labeled by the three quantum numbers J, F, Mp-





g'L 0.999 798313 77614(7) 
Sfs 
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Figure 3: Zeeman sublevel of hyperfine 2 3P state of 3He with magnetic field 
strength up to 2000 gauss. 
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Magnetic field strength(gauss) 
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Figure 4: Zeeman sublevel of hyperfine 2 3P state of 3He with magnetic field 
strength up to 10000 gauss. 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 
Magnetic field strength(gauss) 
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3.3 Zeeman Sublevel Crossings 
The calculation of Zeeman sublevels of the hyperfine structure carried out above 
allows us to determinate the sublevel crossing points. The level crossing is referred 
to a situation when sublevel energies coincide. Numerical studies of the Zeeman 
pattern in the region of magnetic field strengths up to 10 000 gauss show that the 
total number of crossings of magnetic sublevels in the 2 3P state of 3He is 32. 
The details are clearly demonstrated in Table 5, where the available experimental 
values of the crossing field are also tabulated for comparison. 
What is particularly noteworthy in Table 5 is that half of the calculated field 
strengths for the crossings show significant disagreements with the 18 values that 
have been measured [37]. Most of the discrepancies involve the 2 3P state with J' = 
2 and F' = 5/2. However, there is no particular reason why the calculated crossings 
for this state should be less accurate than for the others, and the discrepancies in 
some cases are much larger than what can be accounted for theoretically. It would 
be interesting to repeat the 1967 measurements reported in Ref. [37] since some 
of these older measurements may be in error. On the one hand, new theoretical 
formulations are needed, such as suggested by Pachucki [58] who considered the 
relativistic and the second order contributions to the hyperfine structure of the 
2 3Si state of 3He. An extension of his work to higher angular momentum states 
would be helpful in further investigations of the hyperfine structure, and work 
on this is still in progress. On the other hand, the refined experiments on the 
hyperfine structure of this isotope will be useful to provide further comparison 
between theory and measurement. 
O O 
Table 5: Field for crossing of magnetic sublevels. The quoted errors of the calcu-
lated quantities in the present work reflect the contribution from S^0. Significant 
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4 Hyperfine Suppression of 2 3Si to n 3 P j Radia-
tive Transitions in 3He 
4.1 Experimental Observation of Hyperfine Suppression of 
23Si to 3 3 Pj Radiative Transition in 3He 
Recently, Sulai et al. [5] have investigated hyperfine transitions in 3He that have 
anomalous line strengths when compared with estimates from a pure LSJ coupling 
model. The transitions are those between the 23Si, F and 3 3 P j , F manifolds. 
They surprisingly observed that the strength of two allowed transitions, 23Si(F = 
| ) - 3 3 P!(F = f) and 23Si(F = \) - 3 3 P 2 (F = | ) are 1000 times weaker than 
that of the strongest transition 2 3 Si(F = | ) - 33P2(i
? = §). The level scheme 
showing these transitions is presented in Figure 5. Their final measured results, 
along with estimated uncertainties are given in Table 6. 
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Figure 5: Level scheme of 3He showing the levels investigated, with the red arrows 
indicating the suppressed transitions observed. The dark arrow is used as reference. 
The levels are designated by the familiar term symbols, with J = L + S, F — J+I 
on the left. The level are labeled on the right using K — I + S and F = K + L. 















Table 6: Relative transition strengths for all El allowed transitions between the 
23Si and 33Pj manifolds. All values are normalized with respect to the 23Si, F = § 
—> 33P2, F = | . Values in red indicate suppressed transitions. 
Initial state (J, F) Final state (J, F) Experiment 






















4.2 Pure LSJ Coupling Model 
The line strength of electric dipole transition between two hyperfine states \yLSJIF) 
and \<y'L'S'J'IF') is the form: 
S = | (-yLSJIFWn + f2 \\iL'S'J'IF') |
2 (99) 
which can be reduced to the following expression in term of the standard angular 
momentum theory: 
5 = [ ( 2 J + 1 ) ( 2 J ' + 1)(2F+1)(2F ' + 1 ) ] | Jpl
 F
f [ j 
{j'L'i }2 5sM(-ym + f2h'L')\2 (ioo) 
As a result, the selection rules for electric dipole transitions are thus: 
AS = 0 (101) 
AL = ±1 (102) 
A J = 0, ±1(J = 0 -»• J' = 0 forbidden) (103) 
A F = 0, ±1(F = 0 - • F' = 0 forbidden) (104) 
For transitions between |3Sj 3/2) and | 3 Pj F). all the line strengths are expressed 
as: 
Si = K%,3/2| | r l + r5| |3P0 , l /2) |
2 
= ^l(3S|k-l+r-2 | |
3P)|2 (105) 
S2 = |<
3Slf 3/2||T=I + r^H'Px, l/2>|
a 






= ^K3S||rl + ra||3P>|a (107) 
54 = I ^ S L 3/2||rl + rl||
3Pa, 3/2>|
a 








Alternatively, for transitions between |3Si 1/2) and \3PjF), all the line strengths 
are expressed as: 
5; = |<3Sx, l/2||rl + r^||sP0,1/2>|
2 




= ^l(3S|k-l + r-2||
3P)|2 (112) 
S'3 = |<
3SX, l/2||ri + ralpPx, 3/2>|
2 
= l\es\\n + f2\\3P)\2 (113) 
S'4 = |<
3S!, l/2| |rl + ra||3Pa, 3/2>|
a 
= ^l<3S||ri + r;||3P>|2 (114) 
S>5 = I ^ S L 1/2||I=I H- f^||
3Pa,5/2>|
a 
= 0 (115) 
Relative transition line strengths are shown in Table 7. It is obvious that there is 
not even qualitative agreement between experiment and theory based on the Pure 
LSJ model. It is thus concluded that the simple pure LSJ model is no longer 
applicable to hyperfine transition of 3He. 
Table 7: Relative transitions strengths for all El allowed transitions between the 
23Si and 33Pj manifolds. All values are normalized with respect to the 23Si, F = § 
—> 33P2, F = | . Values in red indicate suppressed transitions. 



































4.3 IS Coupling Model 
Recently, Santra in Reference [5] suggested an IS coupling model to understand 
Sulai's experiment. The basic idea underlying the IS coupling model is that the 
electrostatic exchange interaction between the two electrons preserves total spin S, 
the hyperfine interaction couples S and nuclear spin / to form a new intermediate 
angular momentum K, and the total angular momentum of the atom F is then 
obtained by coupling K and total orbital angular momentum L. In this picture, 
the 3He eigenstates of relevance here are not labeled in terms of \7LSJIF), but in 
terms of ^ISKLF). Santra diagonalized the contact hyperfine operator plus the 
spin-orbit operator in the subspace of the 3 3P states. 
\IMj)\SMs) (116) 




The dipole matrix elements are of the form: 
{F'M'F\r1 + fi\FMF) = (-l)
L-K-MF+L'-K'-M'ry/(2F + 1)(2F> + 1)J2 
( K L F \ ( K' V F' \ 
\ MK ML -MF ) \ M'K M'L -M'F ) 
(KM'K\KMK)(L'M'L\n+r2\LML) (118) 
resulting in the selection rule AK = 0. 
Since all transitions are from the 2S(L = M = 0) level, the final expression for 
the square of matrix elements is reduced to: 
{ 7 ' L ' = l | | r 1 + f 2 | | 7 L = 0)
2 (119) 
Equation (119) along with the selection rule AK = 0 is used to calculate the 
relative strength for the transitions here. The final results are shown in Table 8. 
Obviously, there is good qualitative agreement between experiment and the IS 
coupling model. For instance, within the IS coupling model, the suppression of 
the transition from 23SX, F = § (K = §) to 3
3Pi, F = § (K = | ) follows from the 
JiT-selection rule for electric dipole transitions. On the other hand, according to 
experiment, the transition from 2 3 Si ,F = § (K = §) to 33P0 , F = \ {K = \) is 
weakly allowed, in slight deviation from the A'-selection rule in electric dipole tran-
sitions. In order to characterize the nature of the perturbation to the IS coupling 
model for 3He, and to account for the slight deviation, an exact diagonalization 
must be performed. This is discussed in the following section. 
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Table 8: Relative transitions strengths for all El allowed transitions between the 
23Si and 33Pj manifolds. All values are normalized with respect to the 23Si, F = | 
—• 33P2,J7' = §• Values in red indicate suppressed transitions. 













































4.4 Exact Diagonalization 
The total Hamiltonian of the 3He atom is 
H = #NR + #Rel + #QED + #hfs, (120) 
where HNR, i/Rei, #QED and iJhfe have the same significance as in Section 3. 
High precision values for all the hyperfine structure parameters can be calculated 
by using the double basis set wave functions in Hylleraas co-ordinates developed by 
Drake [20, 21]. The final hyperfine structure parameters, including the linear mass 
polarization <5MP, reduced-mass correction and estimated higher-order relativistic, 
QED, and finite nuclear size corrections for dominate Fermi contact parameter are 
also listed in Table 9. 
Table 9: A, E0, and Ex are the 3
 xPi-3 3P2 , 3
 3P0-3
 3 P 2 and 3
 3Px-3
 3 P 2 energy 
level separation, respectively. EM is the off-diagonal matrix element. A' and E[ 
are the corresponding quantity before diagonalization. Cs,s', As, and Es,sr are 
the hyperfine structure parameters. Units are MHz. 



























With available fine structure parameters and hyperfine structure parameters, the 
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hyperfine structure can be obtained by diagonalizing the complete matrix of fine 
and hyperfine interaction in the basis set of ls3p *P and ls3p 3P states. Our 
calculations show that the mixing between hyperfine states of 3P with different 
J but the same F of 3He plays an important role in the hyperfine structure and 
hyperfine transition strength. As for the 2S state, this hyperfine mixing is also 
important in hyperfine structure, as shown by Riis et al. [60], but its contribution 
to the transition strength is negligible in the present work. 
Due to the hyperfine interaction, the true eigenstates |33P(J, F)) t u r e and 
|2 3S( J, F))tUre can be expressed in terms of the pure eigenstates (without mixing): 
|3 3 P(J ,F)) t r u e = c 1 | 3
1 P 1 l / 2 ) + c 2 | 3
1 P 1 3 / 2 ) + C 3 |3
3Pol/2) + 
c4|3
 3PX1/2) + c5|3
 3PX 3/2) + c6|3
 3P 2 3/2) + 
c7 |3
3P25/2) (123) 
|2 3S(J ,F)) t r u e = d1 |2
1S(0,l/2)) + d 2 |2
3S(l , l /2)) + d3 |2
3S(l,3/2)) 
(124) 
All expansion coefficients are determined by diagonalization of the complete Hamil-
tonian matrix and summarized in Table 10 and Table 11. 
The line strengths of electric dipole transitions between the hyperfine states of 2S 
and 3P are of the form 
S = |(2 3S(J, F)\\f! + T=5||3 3P(J' , F'))true|2 (125) 
Consequently, each transition line strength reduces to: 
5(23Sx 1/2 -+ 33P0 l/2)true = 0.4806|(2
 3S| |n + r 2 | | 3
 3P)|2 (126) 
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Table 10: The expansion coefficients for the 3P state. Numbers in brackets repre-
sent powers of 10. 
coefficient 1PUF=\
 1 P i , F = § 3PQ,F=±
 3PuF=i 
ci 0.999 9999 0 0.0000636 0.0001339 
c2 0 0.9999999 0 0 
c3 -0.0001107 0 0.9215456 0.388 2676 
c4 -0.0000987 0 -0.388 2676 0.9215467 
c5 0 -0.0003340 0 0 
c6 0 0.0001753 0 0 
c7 0 0 0 0 
coeffcient 3 P 2 , F = §
 3 P i , F = § 3 P 2 ) J P = | 2 x l ) -1 _ 2 ^ ^ ) -1 — 2 
ci 0 0 0 
c2 0.0002214 -0.0003054 0 
c3 0 0 0 
c4 0 0 0 
c5 0.8959965 -0.444 0609 0 
c6 0.4440610 0.895 9966 0 
c7 0 0 1 
Table 11: The expansion coefficients for the 2S state. Numbers in brackets repre-
sent powers of 10. 
coefficient 1 S o , F = | 3SX,F=± % , F = § 
di 0.999 9999 -0.0000177 0 
d2 0.0001774 0.9999999 0 
d« 0 0 1 
5 ( 2 % 1/2 - • 3 J P! l/2) t r u e = 0.1860|(2
 dS\\f[ + r*2||3
 3P)|2 (127) 
5 ( 2 % 1/2 -* 33Pi 3/2) true = 0.1331|(2
 3S||rl + r2 | |3
 3P)|2 (128) 
5 ( 2 % 1/2 -H. 33P23/2) t r u e = 0.0021|(2
 3S||r1 + f2\\3
 3P)|2 (129) 
5(2 % 1/2 - • 3 3 P 2 5/2) true = 0 (130) 
5 ( 2 % 3/2 - 3 3P 0 l /2) t r u e = 0.1860|(2
 3S||rl + r^||3 3P)|2 (131) 
5 ( 2 % 3/2 - 33Pa l /2) t r u e = 0.4806|(2
 3S||rl + r$||3 3P)|2 (132) 
5 ( 2 % 3/2 -> 33P!3/2) t r u e = 0.00211(2
 3S||rJ + r$||3 3P)|2 (133) 
5 ( 2 % 3/2 - 33P23/2) t r u e = 0.1331|(2
 3S|J7=i H-r^||3 3P)|2 (134) 
S(2% 3/2 -+ 33P2 5/2) true = 2.0|<2
 3S||ri + T^||3 3P)|2 (135) 
The final results are shown in Table 12. Comparison of all theoretical calcula-
tions and experiment are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. Importantly, it shows 
that there is excellent agreement between the theory of exact diagonalization and 
experiment. 
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Table 12: Relative transitions strengths for all El allowed transitions between the 
23Si and 33Pj manifolds. All values are normalized with respect to the 23Si, F = | 
—• 33P2, F = §. Values in red indicate suppressed transitions. 
Initial state Final state Experiment [5] Pure LSJ IS Exact diag. 
















































Figure 6: Relative line strengths of the transition: 2 3Si, 3/2 —> 3 3 P j , F (experi-



































Figure 7: Relative line strengths of the transition: 2 3Si, 1/2 —» 3 3Pj,F (experi-
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4.5 Discussion of the IS Coupling Model 
Even though the IS coupling model provides a good qualitative explanation of the 
experimentally observed suppression of hyperfine transitions, slight deviations still 
exist. The deviations mainly result from the mixing between 3 3P hyperfine states 
with different K but the same F in 3He. This mixing is due to the fine-structure 
interactions including all the one-body spin-orbit (Hao), the two-body spin-spin 
(Hss) and the spin-other-orbit (Hsoo) interactions. In fact, all three interactions 
Hso, Has, and Hsoo are comparable in magnitude. The effect is equally dramatic on 
the energy levels themselves. However, the IS coupling model only accounts for 
the contribution from Hso, which cannot by itself be responsible for the necessary 
K mixing in the 3P manifold. This is the reason why the transition from 23Si, F = 
| (K = §) to 33PQ,F = \ [K = | ) is experimentally allowed, in violation of the 
if-selection rule in electric dipole transitions. All contributions from Hso, Has, 
and Hao0 are clearly shown in Figures 8-10. However, with increasing principal 
quantum number n of the second electron of 3He, the IS coupling model should 
rapidly become more accurate because the fine structure interactions decrease in 
proportion to 1/n3, while the hyperfine interactions tend to a constant at the 
series limit 3He+ . In this limit, K will be such a good quantum number that 
the transition from 2 3 SiF = § (K = §) to n3P0F = | ( A ' = | ) will be strongly 
suppressed. 
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Figure 8: Line strengths of transition 23Si to 3 3 Pj as tuning the spin-orbit inter-
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Figure 9: Line strengths of transition 2 3Si to 3 3P j as tuning the spin-spin and 
the spin-other-orbit interaction strengths but keeping the spin-orbit interaction 
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Figure 10: Line strengths of transition 23Si to 3 3 Pj as tuning the spin-orbit 
interaction strength but keeping the spin-spin and the spin-other-orbit interaction 
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4.6 Magnetic Field Dependence of Line Strengths 
Since the effect of the magnetic field of the nucleus could be considered as being 
similar to an external magnetic field applied to the atomic electrons, it is necessary 
to check the influence of an external magnetic field on the line strength. This will 
provide an additional test of the hyperfine suppression phenomenon. 
The total Hamiltonian of the 3He atom in an applied magnetic field is 
H = //NR + #Rei + #QED + -#hfe + HZ, (136) 
where H^R, #Rei, #QED, and i/hfs have the same significance as in Section 3, 
while the Zeeman term Hz represents the linear interactions of the two electrons 
and nuclear spin with a low applied magnetic field. As for high magnetic field, 
diamagnetic terms and a2 order relativistic corrections should be added, as shown 
in Section 3. 
Hz = HBB\gLLz + gSSz + gjz] (137) 
The matrix element of Hz in pure hyperfine states is: 
(L'S'J'IF'M'F\Hz\LSJIFMF) = (HZ{L)} + (HZ{S)) + (HZ(I)), (138) 
where 
(HZ(L)) = nBBgL • [(2F + 1)(2F' + 1)(2J + 1)(2J' + 1)L(L + 1)]* 
fnT 1Ni / F' i F \ r f F' i \ r v j' s i 
(2L + 1>{-M'F 0 MF){ F J 1 ) { J L 1 } 
{-IY^'^^^'^-MF5MFMIF6SSI6LLI ( 1 3 9 ) 
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(HZ(S)) = iiBBgs • [(2F + 1)(2F' + 1)(2J + 1)(2J' + 1)5(5 + 1)]" 
,na ^ ( F' l F \ ( J' F' I \ ( S' J' L' \ 
< 2 5 + 1 H -M'F 0 MF){ F J 1 j { J 5 1 } 
( - 1 ) F + F ' + 2 J ' + / + L ' + S - M ^ M F , M ^ S , 5 , (138) 
<77z(7)} = fiBBgi(-l)
2F'+J'+I+l-Mr • {(2F + 1X2** + 1)7(7 + 1)]* 
<2 / + 1)*( -M>F I MF){F J \ }^M-Mr (139) 
where $£, gs and 57 have the same significance as in Section 3. 
The hyperfine structure of 3P and 2S states in an external magnetic field can be 
obtained by similarly diagonalizing the total Hamiltonian in Equation (134) in the 
basis set of ls3p 1P, ls3p 3P and ls2s 1S, ls2s 3S states, respectively. Also, the 
true hyperfine states |3 3P( J, F, MF)) t r u e and |2
 3S( J, F, MF)) t r u e can be expressed 
in terms of the pure eigenstates (without mixing): 
|3 3 P(J ,F ,M F ) ) t r u e = c 1 | 3
1 P 1 l /2M F > + c2 |3
1P13/2Af /,) + 
c3|3
 3 P 0 1/2 MF) + c4|3
 3Pi 1/2 MF) + 
c5|3
 3Pi 3/2 MF) + ce|3
 3P 2 3/2 MF) + 
c7 |3
3P25/2MF> (140) 
|2 3S( J, F, MF)) t r u e = d 1 | 2
1 S(0 , l / 2 ,M F ) )+d 2 | 2
3 S( l , l / 2 ,M F ) ) + 
d3 |2
3S(l ,3/2,MF)) (141) 
All expansion coefficients are magnetic field dependent and can be numerically 
calculated through the diagonalization of the above total Hamiltonian matrix. 
Tables 13-17 summarizes these coefficients for three typical states |3 3 P i , F = 
2,MF = jKruei |3 P l , F = 2>-^f
 = ~2 / t r u e ' 1̂  Pli-F = rji-^F = 2)
t r u e> 
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|3 3 P i , F = §,MF = -5)true and |3
 3 P i , F = \,MF = | ) t r u e at selected values 
of the magnetic field up to 200 Gauss. 
The electric dipole transition probability between the two hyperfine states of 2S 
and 3P in an applied magnetic field is of the form: 
a oc |(2 3S(J, F, MF)\f\ + r$|3
 3P( J\ F ' , M'F))tTxie\
2 (142) 
which reduces to 
a<x\ F l | (23S(J,F)| | r l+r2 | |3
3P(J' ,F')) | t
2
r Ue. 9 = 0, ±1 (143) 
-M'F q MF 
The above 3 J symbol yields the electric dipole selection rule: 
AMF = 0, ±1 (144) 
The possible electric dipole transitions between hyperfine Zeeman levels of 3 3 P j F 
and 23Sy F' which satisfies Equation (144) are shown in Tables 18-21. 
The magnetic field dependence of line strengths are numerically shown in Table 
22 to Table 24, in which three different a+(AM = +1) transitions of 23Si, F = § 
to 33Pi, F = | are successfully observed in experiment by Sulai [61] (Numbers 8, 
11, and 14 represent transition sequence as shown in Table 18 ). 
• 8 : 2 3 S i , F = f , M F = \ t o 3
3 P 1 ) F = | , M F = § 
• 11 : 2 3Si, F = §, MF = - \ to 3
3PX, F=*MF = \ 
1 4 : 2 3 S 1 , F = | , M F = - | t o 3
3 P 1 , F = | , M F = - i 
Comparison of theory and experiment is shown in Figure 11, which suggests that 
the agreement is satisfactory. Theoretical calculations also show that two max-
imum suppressions of transitions occur as shown in Figure 12 for the Zeeman 
component 23Si,JF = §,MF = - \ to 3
3 P i , F = \,MF = - \ at 65 gauss and 
23Si, F=\,MF = \ to 3
3Pi, F = | , MF = \ at 120 gauss. 
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Table 13: The field dependence of expansion coefficients for 3 3 P i F — A, Mp = \ 
state. Unit of magnetic field strength B is Gauss. Numbers in brackets represent 
powers of 10. 


























































































Table 14: The field dependence of expansion coefficients for 33Pi F = | , Mp = — | 
state. Unit of magnetic field strength B is Gauss. Numbers in brackets represent 
powers of 10. 

























































































Table 15: The field dependence of expansion coefficients for 33Pi F = | , Mp = | 
state. Unit of magnetic field strength B is Gauss. Numbers in brackets represent 
powers of 10. 

























































































Table 16: The field dependence of expansion coefficients for 33Pi F = §, Mp = — | 
state. Unit of magnetic field strength B is Gauss. Numbers in brackets represent 
powers of 10. 

























































































Table 17: The field dependence of expansion coefficients for 33Pi F — | , Mp = | 
state. Unit of magnetic field strength B is Gauss. Numbers in brackets represent 
powers of 10. 
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Table 22: Field dependence of relative transition strength from 3 3Pi, F = 1/2 to 
2 3Si, F = 3/2. Numbers in brackets represent powers of 10. 














































































Table 23: Field dependence of relative transition strength from 3 3 Pi , F = 1/2 to 
2 3Si, F = 3/2. Numbers in brackets represent powers of 10. 














































































Table 24: Field dependence of relative transition strength from 3 3P\,F — 1/2 to 
2 3Si, F = 3/2. Numbers in brackets represent powers of 10. 
























































Figure 11: Magnetic field dependence of the individual a+ transitions. The points 
with error bar indicate experimental data. The dashed lines indicate theoretical 
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Figure 12: Maximum suppressions in Sequence 9: 3Pi(-F = 3/2, Mp = 1/2) 
3Sj(F = 3/2, MF = 3/2) and in Sequence 13: *Y>X{F = 3/2, MF = 1/2) -
 3Sx(F 
3/2, MF = 1/2). 
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4.7 Strong Hyperfine Interaction Limit and Asymptotic 
Selection Rules 
From the above calculations and discussions, it is concluded that hyperfine sup-
pressions of 23S(l,3/2) to 33P(l,3/2) and 2 3 S(l , l /2) to 33P(2,3/2) radiative 
transitions in 3He are caused mainly by strong hyperfine mixing and accidental 
cancellation between two hyperfine states with the same quantum number F but 
different quantum number J. A physical picture of these hyperfine transitions can 
also be extracted by studying the selection rules in the limit of strong hyperfine 
interaction, which is equivalent to increasing the Fermi contact parameter C of 
the hyperfine interaction for a certain atomic state such as 3P (discussed here), 
or by investigating the P states with higher principal quantum number n (details 
follow in the next section). 
As shown in Table 10, the true hyperfine state |33Po, l/2)true is mainly formed from 
the mixing of two pure hyperfine states |33PQ, 1/2) and |33Pi, 1/2). The mixing 
from the singlet state ^ P o , 1/2) is so small that it can be ignored at this stage. 
Similarly, the true hyperfine state |33Pi, 3/2) t rue is mainly formed from the mixing 
of two pure hyperfine states |33Pi, 3/2) and |33P2,3/2). The following equations 
show this approximation. 
|3 3P(0, l/2)) t rue = a|3
 3 P 0 \) + /?|3
 3P, i ) (147) 
|3 3P(1,3/2)) t rue = a'\3
 3Px |> + /?'|3 3P 2 ^ (148) 
In order to extract the selection rules for hyperfine transitions of the 3P state in 
the strong hyperfine interactions limit, the hyperfine Fermi contact parameter C is 
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artificially varied from zero ( This indicates the main hyperfine Fermi contact in-
teraction is zero ) to an extremely high value (1000 times the real value of C). The 
expansion coefficients a(a') and /3(/3') are calculated through the diagonalization 
of total Hamiltonian with increasing Fermi contact parameter C. Final results are 
shown in Table 25. As a result, the Fermi contact parameter C-dependence of the 
line strength is obtained and shown in Figures 13 to 16. The two pure hyperfme 
states | 3 Pi , l /2) and |3P2,3/2) may be considered as two bent states where the 
—* —* 
nuclear spin / and total angular momentum of electrons J point in opposite di-
rections. In contrast, the two pure hyperfine states |3P0 ,1/2) and |
3Px, 3/2) may 
be considered as two stretched states where the nuclear spin / and total angular 
momentum of electrons J point in the same direction. Similarly, |3Si, 1/2) is a 
bent state but |3Si, 3/2) a stretched state. The electric dipole transition can occur 
between stretched P state and stretched S state; or between bent P state and bent 
S state, since the electric dipole operator does not depend in any way on the nu-
—* —* 
clear spin / , the component of the nuclear spin / in the direction of quantisation 
remains unaltered within the dipole radiation. However, as shown in Table 25, 
the strong hyperfine interaction causes such strong mixing of two pure hyperfine 
states that the component of |3Pi, 1/2) dominates the component of |3P0 ,1/2) in 
the true hyperfine state |3P0 , l/2) t r ue , and the component of |
3P2 , 3/2) dominates 
the component of |3Pi, 3/2) in the true hyperfine state |3Pi, 3/2) t rue at the strong 
hyperfine limit with large value of Fermi contact parameter C. Hence, the asymp-
totic form of the selection rules between the two true hyperfine states | 3 P j , F) t r u e 
and \3Sj>, F')true a r e found to be that stretched states turn into bent states, or 
bent states turn into stretched states: 
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3P 2S 
F = J + I - • F' = J'-I 
(stretched) -> (bent) (149) 
F= J-I -> FJ = J' + I 
(bent) —• (stretched) (150) 
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Table 25: The Fermi contact parameter C dependence of expansion Coefficient a 
and 0 
C a 0 a' 0' C a 0 a' 0' 
0.1 0.9992 -0.0385 -0.8443 0.5358 10 0.6262 -0.7795 -0.4117 0.9113 
0.2 0.9968 -0.0787 -0.6295 0.7769 15 0.6098 -0.7925 -0.4105 0.9118 
0.3 0.9927 -0.1200 -0.5466 0.8373 20 0.6016 -0.7987 -0.4099 0.9120 
0.4 0.9868 -0.1617 -0.5079 0.8614 30 0.5935 -0.8048 -0.4094 0.9123 
0.5 0.9791 -0.2033 -0.4858 0.8740 40 0.5894 -0.8077 -0.4091 0.9124 
0.6 0.9697 -0.2444 -0.4717 0.8817 50 0.5870 -0.8095 -0.4089 0.9125 
0.7 0.9590 -0.2833 -0.4619 0.8868 100 0.5821 -0.8130 -0.4085 0.9127 
0.8 0.9471 -0.3207 -0.4578 0.8905 200 0.5797 -0.8147 -0.4084 0.9128 
0.9 0.9345 -0.3558 -0.4492 0.8933 500 0.5783 -0.8158 -0.4083 0.9128 
1 0.9214 -0.3885 -0.4449 0.8955 1000 0.5778 -0.8161 -0.4082 0.9129 
2 0.8052 -0.5930 -0.4260 0.9046 
3 0.7378 -0.6749 -0.4200 0.9075 
4 0.6994 -0.7146 -0.4170 0.9088 
5 0.6754 -0.7374 -0.4152 0.9097 
6 0.6591 -0.7519 -0.4140 0.9102 
7 0.6474 -0.7621 -0.4132 0.9106 
8 0.6386 -0.7695 -0.4126 0.9109 
9 0.6317 -0.7751 -0.4121 0.9111 
Figure 13: The Fermi contact parameter C dependence of line strength of transi-
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Figure 14: The Fermi contact parameter C dependence of line strength of transi-
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Figure 15: The Fermi contact parameter C dependence of line strength of transi-
tion 2 3S1 ; 1/2 to 3
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Figure 16: The Fermi contact parameter C dependence of line strength of transi-
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4.8 Hyperfine Suppression of 2 3Si to n 3 P j Radiative Tran-
sition in 3He 
Sections 4.1 to 4.7 discuss hyperfine suppression of the 23Si to 3 3 P j radiative 
transition in 3He in theory and experiment. It is interesting to extend this theory 
to transitions of 23Si to n 3 P j , n = 2 to 10, which will lead to a deeper under-
standing of hyperfine suppression of 3He. For transitions 2S to nP instead of the 2S 
to 3P transition , no extra technique is needed to calculate hyperfine transitions, 
except for using different double basis set wave functions of Drake to calculate fine 
structure and hyperfine structure parameters and coefficients of expansion with 
respect to a particular P state. The final results for the line strengths of hyper-
fine transitions are tabulated in Appendix A (weak intercombination transitions 
between singlet state and triplet state are included). However, in order to under-
stand the strong hyperfine interaction limit as described in the previous section, 
special attention is paid here to hyperfine transitions between triplet states 23Si 
and n3Pj. The state dependence of the line strength of electric dipole transitions 
is shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18. The variation of line strength with principal 
quantum number n of the excited electron of 3He as shown in Figures 17-18 has 
the same trend as the variation of line strength with Fermi contact parameter as 
shown previously in Figures 13-14. It is not a surprise since the fine structure 
interaction decreases as 1/n3, but the hyperfine structure interaction on the other 
hand, for large n tends to a constant at the series limit. Figures 13-14 keep the 
fine structure interaction constant for 3P state but artificially increase hyperfine 
interaction mainly specified by Fermi contact parameter C. Figures 17-18 show 
decreasing the fine structure interaction because of 1/n3 law, but keeping hyper-
fine structure interaction tending to series limit. (C = —4283.850MHz for 2P state, 
C = -4332.467MHz for 10P state, and C = -4332.825MHz for 3He+ as calculated 
in previous work [62]). Both are physically equivalent to each other. In addition, 
the variation of line strength with higher principal quantum number n calculated 
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in Appendix A and shown in Figure 17 numerically verifies our early prediction in 
section 4.5 that the IS coupling model should rapidly become more accurate with 
increasing n. 
Figure 17: State dependence of the line strength of hyperfine transitions 2 3Si, 3/2 
to n 3Pi, 3/2 and 2 3Si, 3/2 to n 3Po, 1/2, where n is the principal quantum number 



















Figure 18: State dependence of the line strength of hyperfine transitions 2 3Si, 3/2 
to n 3Pi, 1/2 and 2 3Si, 3/2 to n 3P2 ,3/2, where n is the principal quantum number 
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5 Hyperfine Induced Transition n 1,3D to 2 1 3 P in 
>He 
5.1 Transition Operator and Transition Rate 
Based on the definition of Fisher [63], the electric and magnetic transition operator 
0q as a spherical tensor of rank K can be expressed as 
• Electric transition operator with parity of ( — 1)K 
JV 
E{q
K) = Y.r?c^K) (151) 
i = l 
where N is the total number of electrons in the atomic system, r̂  is radial coor-
dinate of the ith electron, and Cq Ms a rank-K spherical harmonic function. 
• Magnetic transition operator with parity of (—l)^ -1) 
Ml*> = a [K(2K - 1)]* L L j l f 4*> + \gsMBqV (152) 
















and li and 5, represent orbital and spin angular momentum, respectively. The 
coupling tensor operators are 
(K) 
C(*-i> (g) Z(D = £ < # - l, 1, 9l, ̂ f f - 1, i, X, g)Cf -^Ig) (155) 
9i>92 
(K) 
C ^ ® ^ = £<# -1'1'*< fc|ff-U.* ^ f " 1 ^ (156) 
9i>92 
The transition rate for emission from upper energy level £y j / to lower energy level 
Ejj is 









K[{2K + 1)\\}2 
and 
5 W ( 7 ' J / ; 7 ^ = | ( 7 ^ | | O w | | 7 ' J , ) | 2 
(159) 
(160) 
representing the line strength of the transition from £ y j> to E^j. By the Wigner-
Eckart theorem, the relation between the matrix element and the reduced matrix 
element is 
(y j ' l AC, |O j | 7 J ,M J > = ( - l ) -
1 ' - ^ ^ _JM>JI
 K
q ^(iJ'\\0%J) (161) 
It follows from Equation (157) that 
A^(E)<xa2K+l (162) 
A<*)(M)oca2*+3, (163) 
which gives the relative size of the rate for the different multipole transitions. It 
is clear that the largest transition rate will, in general, be for electric dipole (El) 
radiation, dominating by at least a factor ^ over other types of transitions (E^ 
and M(1) have the same order of magnitude a5). 
5.2 Selection Rules 
According to standard angular momentum theory, the reduced matrix elements of 
transition operator may be expressed as (notation [a, b, c...] = (2a +1)(26+ l)(2c + 





SsM-l)L+S+J'+K^J'}"{ Lj> K {} 
(7L||£W||yZ/> (164) 
= 6sA-l)
L+S+J'+KiJ,J'}*{ Lj> I 1} 
{lL\\MA{K)\Yi'L') (165) 
N ( L S J 
£[</,/<-, J ' ] U V S' J' 
i=i [ K -1 1 K 
<7i||r/r-lC(t)W||7'L')(5||si
1,||5'> (166) 
L S J 
L S J 
where ( } is the 6j symbol. < 
J' K L 
V S' J' 
K-\ 1 K 
\ is the 9j symbol. 
The selection rules for El, Ml and E2 may be obtained from the properties of the 
6j symbol in Equations (164)-(165), the 9j symbol in Equation (166) and parities 
of transition operators E^ and M^: 
• El 
A S = 0 AL = ± l A J = 0,±1 (J + J' > 1) 
Ml 
A 5 = 0 , ± l AL = 0 A J = 0 , ± 1 ( J + J ' > 1 ) 
• E2 
A S = 0 AL = 0,±2 A J = 0 , ± l , ± 2 ( J + J ' > 2) 
5.3 Hyperfine-induced Transition (HFI) 
5.3.1 Review of Literature 
Historically, in atomic spectroscopy, all transitions which violate the rigorous selec-
tion rules for electric dipole radiation in free atoms are termed forbidden transitions 
[64]. This category includes all magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole transitions, 
two-photon processes, electric dipole radiation enforced by perturbation external 
to the atom and electric dipole radiation caused by the atomic nuclei. Among 
the early discoveries of forbidden transitions were two lines of Hg I. Rayleigh [65] 
observed the line 6s2 xSo — 6s6p3P2 and Fukuda [66] observed 6s2 ^ o — 6s6p3P0. 
The former line is rigorously forbidden for electric dipole and magnetic dipole ra-
diation because A J = 2, and for electric quadrupole radiation by the parity rule. 
The second line is forbidden for all types of radiation from J = 0 to J' = 0. In 
Ref. [67], Bowen first suggested that a nuclear interaction with the outer electrons 
was responsible. Many nuclei have magnetic moments, and these interact with the 
magnetic fields produced by the orbit motion of the electrons. Bowen's suggestion 
was confirmed by Mrozowski [68]. Detailed discussions of these forbidden transi-
tions in Mg, Zn, Cd, and Hg have been given by Garstang [69]. For those isotopes 
with nonzero nuclear spin, the hyperfine interactions mix the states with differ-
ent total angular momentum of electron J, which opens a new decay channel and 
shortens the lifetimes of certain states. This phenomenon in atomic physics is often 
referred to as hyperfine quenching [70]. Since the pioneering works of Mohr [71], 
who studied hyperfine quenching of the 2 3 P 0 state in heliumlike ions (Z — 9 to 29) 
by means of a Z~l expansion calculation, hyperfine quenching has been a impor-
tant subject for theoretical and experimental investigations in atomic physics. Ex-
perimentally, hyperfine quenching in heliumlike ions was first observed by Gould, 
Marrus and Mohr [72], who found that hyperfine effects contributed appreciably to 
the decay rates of the 2 3P2 level in V21+. Dunford [73] directly observed hyperfine 
quenching of the 2 3Po level in heliumlike 61Nj26+ . Marrus [74] and Bruce [75] even 
determined the absolute value of the fine structure splitting 2 3 P 0 — 2
 3Pj from 
the hyperfine-quenched lifetime of the 2 3 P 0 state of heliumlike ion Ag
45+. More 
accurate lifetimes allowing experimental verification were repeated by Engstrorn 
[77]. These experiments with those of Denne [78] and Livingston and Hinterlong 
[79] for Al11+ and P13+ respectively all confirmed the theoretical predictions of 
Mohr [71]. Theoretically, Indelicato [80] used the inulticonfiguration Dirac-Fock 
method to extensively calculate hyperfine quenching rates of 2 3Po and 2 3 P! for 
heliumlike ions from Z = 45 to Z = 71. Aboussaid [81] investigated the hyperfine 
quenching of the 2 3 P 0 for the heliumlike ions
 1 9F7 + , 23Na9+ and 27A111+ in the 
multiconfiguration-Hartree-Fock-Breit-Pauli scheme. More recently, Johnson [82] 
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used a radiation damping formalism to calculate extensively hyperfine quenching 
rates of 2 3Po state for all stable isotopes in the range Z = 6 to 92. 
For clarity, the basic ideas behind hyperfine quenching for the 2 3P 0 state in heli-
umlike ion is briefly presented here. Details may be found in Refs. [81, 82]. The 
lifetime of the 2 3 P 0 state, which normally decays to the 2
 3Si state by an allowed 
electric dipole transition El, is shortened by the new decay channel 2 3 P 0 —> 1
 aSo. 
Two kinds of mixing are considered in the calculation of hyperfine quenching of 
the 2 3Po state. They are (i) direct hyperfine mixing with the 2 1 P 1 state and 
(ii) hyperfine mixing with the 2 3Px state combined with fine structure interac-
tion mixing of 2 3Pi and 2 *Pi (so-called intercombination transition(IC) or spin-
forbidden transition). Figure 19 shows the transitions of El, El(HFI), and El(IC). 
The following equations demonstrate both kinds of mixing: 
• Mixing due to fine structure interaction: 
|21Pi)true = a|21P1) + 6|2
3P1) (167) 
|23P1> tn ie = -6 |2
1 P 1 >+a |2
3 P 1 > (168) 
• Mixing due to hyperfine structure interaction: 
|23P0/F)true = a ^ / F ) + / ? | 2
3 P 0 J F ) + 7 | 2
3 P i Ji?) 
+5|2 3 P 2 /F ) (169) 
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Figure 19: Energy level diagram of IS, 2S, and 2P multiplicity in heliumlike ions. 
The level position is not drawn to scale. Electric dipole transitions El , El(HFI), 
and El(IC) are shown in the diagram. The dashed line shows the hyperfine-induced 
transition of 2 3P 0 — 1
 1So due to hyperfine mixing between the 2 3 P 0 and 2
 3Pi 
states. 
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where a and b are expansion coefficients due to the fine structure interaction, and 
a, /?, 7 and 6 are expansion coefficients due to the hyperfine structure interaction. 
J is nuclear spin and F is total angular momentum. 
Finally, the hyperfine quenching rate of 2 3 P 0 state is obtained by the following 
equation: 
A(EFl) oc |(1 lS0IF\\D^\\2
 3P0IF)tIue\
2 (170) 
where D^ = er\ +ef2 represents the rank-one tensor of electric dipole operator of 
helium or heliumlike ion. F in Equations (169) to (170) satisfies F = I since J = 0. 
In the literature, however, all the theory and experiment concerning hyperfine 
quenching in heliumlike ions treated only the more highly charged cases (Mohr 
for Z = 9 to 29 [71]; Indelicato for Z = 45 to 71 [80]; Johnson for Z = 6 to 92 
[82]), since the singlet-triplet mixing caused by fine and hyperfine interactions is 
so small for low-Z ions that hyperfine-induced transition 2 3 P 0 — 1
 1So is difficult 
to observe. This is clearly demonstrated by Johnson's calculation [82]. Table 26 
shows their calculated hyperfine quenching rates A(hf) of the 2 3 P 0 state of he-
liumlike ions in the range Z = 6 to 50 and comparison with decay rates A0 for 
allowed El transition in 2 3 P 0 - 2
 3Si. 
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Table 26: Hyperfine quenching of 2 3 P 0 state of heliumlike ions with nuclear 
charges in the range Z = 6 to 50. Ah/ shows the values of the hyperfine-induced 
2 3 P 0 - 1 ^ o transition rate. AQ is the normal 2
 3 P 0 - 2
 3Si El transition rate 
(from Johnson [82]). 
Ion Z I A)(ns-a) Ahf(ns-
1) 
1 3 C 
1 4 N 


























































5.3.2 Hyperfine-induced Transition from n 1,3D to 2 1 3 P in 3He 
As described previously, the hyperfine-induced transition rate for 2 3 P 0 — 1 ^ o is 
very weak compared with normal El transition 2 3P 0 — 2
 3Si for low-Z heliumlike 
ions. The same is expected to be true when extended to 3He (Z = 2). However, 
the present work has found theoretically that even for 3He, the hyperfine-induced 
transitions in n 3D — 2 XP and n aD — 2 3P with higher n (9 or 10) have comparable 
intensities to normal El transition between two hyperfine states. 
Equations (53) to (63) in Section 3 are still applicable to hyperfine structure cal-
culations for D states. For the sake of comparison, fine structure parameters and 
hyperfine structure parameters for nD (n = 3, 9, 10) are precisely calculated by 
using the double basis wave function in Hylleraas coordinates. The calculated val-
ues of parameters are listed in Tables 27 to 29. 
Table 27: A', E0, and E[ are the 3
 aD2-3
 3D3, 3
 3Dj-3 3D3 and 3
 3D2-3
 3D3 energy 
level separation before diagonalization, respectively. EM is the off-diagonal matrix 
element. Cs,sf, Ds, and Es,s' are the hyperfine structure parameters. Units are 
MHz. 
fine structure parameter 



















Table 28: A', E0, and E[ are the 9 ^ - 9
 3D3, 9
 3Dx-9
 3D3 and 9
 3D2-9
 3D3 energy 
level separation before diagonalization, respectively. EM is the off-diagonal matrix 
element. Cs,s', As, and Es,s' are the hyperfine structure parameters. Units are 
MHz. ' 























Table 29: A', E0, and E[ are the 10
 1D2-10
 3D3, 10
 3Dx-10 3D3 and 10
 3D2-10
 3D3 
energy level separation before diagonalization, respectively. EM is the off-diagonal 
matrix element. Cs,s', Ds, and Es,s' are the hyperfine structure parameters. Units 
are MHz. 























With available fine structure parameters and hyperfine structure parameters, the 
hyperfine structure can be obtained by diagonalizing the complete matrix of fine 
and hyperfine interactions in the basis set of lsnd lD and lsnd 3D states. Our 
calculations show that the mixing between hyperfine states (including singlet and 
triplet states) of nD with different J but the same F of 3He plays an important 
role in hyperfine structure and hyperfine transition strength. 
The line strength of electric dipole transitions between hyperfine states of nD and 
2P are the form: 
S=\{2 l>3P(J,F)\\riW +T2M\\n D
l'3(J',F'))tIue\
2 (171) 
where the two true hyperfine states are: 
^ P P . F ^ t r u e = c 1 | 2
1 P 1 l /2) + e 2 | 2
1 P 1 3 / 2 ) + e 3 | 2
3 P 0 l / 2 ) + 
c4|2
 3Pi 1/2) + c5|2
 3Pi 3/2) + c6|2
 3 P 2 3/2) + 
c7 |2
3P25/2) (172) 
|n 1'3D( J, F)) t r u e = c 1 | n
1 D 2 3 / 2 ) + c 2 | n
1 D 2 5 / 2 ) + c 3 | n
3 D 1 l / 2 ) + 
c4\n
 3Di 3/2) + c5\n
 3D2 3/2) + c6|n
 3D2 5/2) + 
c7 |n
3D35/2) + c8 |n
3D37/2) (173) 
All expansion coefficients are determined by diagonalization of the complete Hamil-
tonian matrix and summarized in Tables 30 to 33, and the induced matrix element 
S(IME) between any two pure hyperfine states can be calculated by the equation: 
S(1ME) = {(yLSJIFWr^ + r2
{x)\\i L'S'J'I F')\2 (174) 
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which leads to 
i 2 
{ J F I ' 
F' J' 1 
2 
" ^s ' | (7^lki ( 1 )+r 2 (




J' V 1 
where |(7Z/||ri^ + r2^| |7 'Z/) |
2 is a common factor for a given transition line. 
Table 30: The expansion coefficients for 2P state. Numbers in brackets represent 
powers of 10. 
coefficient x P i , F = i 1 P i , F = § 3P0 , F = \
 3 P i , F = | 
c[ 0.999 9999 6 0.000 0099 0.000 2310 
c2 0 0.999 9999 0 0 
c3 -0.000 0347 0 0.994 2161 0.107 3972 
c4 -0.000 2286) 0 -0.107 3972 0.994 2161 
c5 0 -0.000 3028 0 0 
c6 0 0.000 0551 0 0 
c7 0 0 0 0 
coefficient 3P 2 , F = §
 3Pi, F = | 3P 2 , F = 
^ 0̂  0 
c2 0.000 2220 -0.000 2131 
c3 0 0 
c4 0 0 
c5 0.833 8454 -0.551 9979 
c6 0.551 9979 0.833 8454 
c7 0 0. 
_ 5 
Table 31: The expansion coefficients for 3D state. Numbers in brackets represent 
powers of 10. 
coefficient 1 D 2 , F = |
 1 D 2 , F = |
 3 D ! , F = | 3 D 1 ) J F = | 
~cx 0.999 5755 0 0 0.027 8879 
c2 0 0.998 8604 0 0 
c3 0 0 1 0 
c4 -0.026 8710 0 0 0.770 6077 
c5 0.011 2598 0 0 -0.636 6994 
c6 0 -0.033 4636 0 0 
c7 0 0.034 0320 0 0 
c8 0 0 0 0 
coefficient 3 D 2 , F = §
 3D2,F=§
 3D3 ,F=§
 3 D 3 ,F= | 
7X 0.008 4319 0 0 0 
c 2 0 0.013 6315 -0.045 7403 0 
c3 0 0 0 0 
c4 0.636 7431 0 0 0 
c5 0.771 0299 0 0 0 
c6 0 0.883 3543 -0.467 5098 0 
c7 0 0.468 5077 0.882 8037 0 
c8 0 0 0 1 
Table 32: The expansion coefficients for 9D state. Numbers in brackets represent 










































coefficient 3 D 2 , F = |
 3 D 2 , F = |
 3 D 3 ) F = |
 3D3, F = \ 
ci 0.004 2114 0̂  0 0 
c2 0 0.007 7339 -0.594 2422 0 
c3 0 0 0 0 
c4 0.706 1971 0 0 0 
c5 0.708 0028 0 0 0 
c6 0 0.883 8875 -0.372 0556 0 
c7 0 0.467 6357 0.713 0574 0 
c8 0 0 0 1 
Table 33: The expansion coefficients for 10D state. Numbers in brackets represent 
powers of 10. 
coefficient *D2, F = %
 1 D 2 , F = §
 3 D a , F = ±
 3 D a , F _ 3 
d 0.732 6528 0 0 0.680 5899 
c2 0 0.733 2020 0 0 
c3 0 0 1 0 
c4 -0.483 5537 0 0 0.516 2211 
c5 0.478 9527 0 0 -0.519 9166 
c6 0 -0.322 9501 0 0 
c7 0 0.598 4297 0 0 
eg 
coefficient 3 D 2 , F = §
 3 D 2 , F = §
 3D3, F = §
 3 D 3 , F = | 
ci 0.004 16209 0 0̂  0 
c2 0 0.007 6538 -0.679 9678 0 
c3 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0.883 8931 -0.338 2843 0 
c7 0 0.467 6264 0.650 5440 0 








Among all possible El , and El(HFI) transitions between two hyperfine states of 
nD and 2P, only those with dominant line strengths are shown in Figures 20 to 
23. The calculated values of corresponding absolute line strengths are listed in 
Tables 34 to 37 (a common factor |{7-^lki(1) +^2 (1 ) | |7'^')|2 i n Equation (175) has 
been calculated and included for each line. A detailed list of common factors is 
in Appendix D). Our calculations show that hyperfine-induced transition in 1,3D 
to 2 X'3P of 3He is due to strong hyperfine mixing of singlet and triplet D states. 
In addition, the percentage of hyperfine-induced transitions in each group nD to 
2P increases as the principle quantum number n increases. This is as expected 
since singlet-triplet mixing becomes stronger for higher Rydberg D states. All El 
and El(HFI) of n 1'3D to 2 1,3P (n=3-10) have been calculated and tabulated in 
Appendix B. 
In summary, hyperfine-induced transitions from n 1 3D to 2 a '3P in 3He is first 
proposed and calculated by using the double basis set wave function in Hylleraas 
coordinates in this work. Comparable strengths of this hyperfine-induced tran-
sitions to normal El transition are theoretically obtained. We predict they will 
be observable in experiment. However, to our knowledge, no experiment so far 
for hyperfine-induced transitions n 1 3D to 2 1,3P in 3He has been published in 
the literature, except for Bloomfield et al. [83], who used Doppler-free ultraviolet-
infrared double-resonance laser spectroscopy to observe the hyperfine transitions 
between 5 3P and 13 1,3D states, in which they found two strong components of 
the intercombination lines: 5 3 P i , F = 3/2 to 13 aD2, F = 5/2 and 5
 3 P 0 , 1 /2 to 
13 1D2, 3/2. We expect that the present calculations will stimulate future experi-
mental investigations. 
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Figure 20: Electric dipole transition El and El(HFI) between hyperfine states 
^ a , F = 3/2 and 2l¥1)F = 1/2, 2
 l¥x, F = 3/2, 2
 3P 0 , F = 1/2, 2
 3 P 1 ; F = 1/2. 






















Figure 21: Electric dipole transition El and El(HFI) between hyperfine states 








Figure 22: Electric dipole transition El and El(HFI) between hyperfine states 
3 D i , F = 3/2 and 2 lPuF = 1/2, 2 ^ F = 3/2, 2
 3P ( 0 ) i) ,F = (1/2,3/2). The 
























Figure 23: Electric dipole transition El and El(HFI) between hyperfine states 
3 D 2 , F = 5/2 and 2 ^ F = 3/2, 2
 3 Pi , 2 ,F = 3/2. The level position is not 













Table 34: Line strength of electric dipole transition El and El(HFI) between 
hyperfine states aD2, F = 3/2 and 2
1P1,F= 1/2, 2 ^ F = 3/2, 2
 3P 0 , F = 1/2, 
2 3Pi, F = 1/2. The percentage of individual transition in each group nD to 2P is 
also indicated. Units are in a.u. 
Initial state 









Final state (P) 
l p 3 















Table 35: Line strength of electric dipole transition El and El (HFI) between 
hyperfine states ^ 2 , F = 5/2 and 2 ' P i , F = 3/2, 2 3PX, F = 3/2. The percentage 
of individual transition in each group nD to 2P is also indicated. Units are in a.u. 
Initial state 
i n 5 D 2 2 
3D 
9D 
(D) Final state (P) 
l p 3 3 p 3 
(HFI) 
56.0675 0.0931 
0.1489 (64%) 0.0852(36%) 
10D 0.0865 (52%) 0.0785(48%) 
Table 36: Line strength of electric dipole transition El and El(HFI) between 
hyperfine states 3DUF = 3/2 and 2 ^ ^ = 1/2, 2 ^ , , ^ = 3/2, 2
 3P(0,i), F = 
(1/2,3/2). The percentage of individual transition in each group riD to 2P is also 
indicated. Units are in a.u. 
Initial state (D) Final state (P) 
3 n 3 l p 1 l p 3 3p n 1 3p 1 3p 3 
(HFI) (HFI) 
3D 0.0246 0.0048 11.8586(42%) 11.6284(41%) 4.8136(17%) 
9D 0.0451(28%) 0.0050 (6%) 0.0389(24%) 0.0502(31%) 0.0173(11%) 
10D 0.0414(37%) 0.0089(7%) 0.0226(21%) 0.0294(26%) 0.0101(9%) 
Table 37: Line strength of electric dipole transition El and El(HFI) between hy-
perfine states 3D2, F = 5/2 and 2
lPi,F = 3/2, 2 3Pi,2, F = 3/2. The percentage 
of individual transition in each group nD to 2P is also indicated. Units are in a.u. 
Initial state 










Final state (P) 
3 p 3 








6 Results and Conclusions 
By using the double basis set wave functions, the hyperfine structure of 3He with-
out and with external magnetic field is investigated with high accuracy. In order 
to account for more and more precise experiments, still higher order corrections 
are necessary as shown in Section 3.3, which will be the subject of our future work. 
This work has shown that hyperfine suppression of the 2 3Si - 3 3Pj radiative 
transition in 3He can be qualitatively interpreted by an IS coupling model. This 
model will become more accurate as transitions occur between 2 3Sj and n 3Pj 
with higher values of the principal quantum number n, because the fine structure 
interactions decrease in proportion to 1/n3, while the hyperfine interactions tend 
to a constant at the series limit 3He+. In contrast, an exact diagonalization pro-
vides a comprehensive interpretation of the results across the complete range of 
hyperfine coupling strengths of 3He. Our calculation shows that the suppression 
of the hyperfine transition 2 3Si — 3 3Pj is caused mainly by strong hyperfine mix-
ing and accidental cancellation between two hyperfine states with the same F but 
different J. The investigation is also extended to hyperfine transitions of 2 3Si to 
n3Pj, n = 2 to 10. Our calculation of the state dependence of the line strength of 
hyperfine transitions numerically verifies the early prediction in Section 4.5 that 
the IS coupling model should rapidly become more accurate with increasing prin-
cipal quantum number n. All of these will lead to a deeper understanding of the 
suppression of hyperfine transitions in 3He. 
In a related study, we have shown that hyperfine-induced transitions occur even 
for low-Z isotope 3He. This originates from strong hyperfine mixing between sin-
glet states and triplet states. The dominant line strengths due to normal electric 
dipole transition El and hyperfine-induced dipole transition El for 2 1,3P — n a'3D 
are calculated. This calculation of hyperfine-induced transitions for low-Z isotope 
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3He supplements previous studies for high-Z ions. 
In astrophysics, 3He is interesting because its spectral lines can be comparable 
in strength with 4He in certain peculiar stars [13]. In present work, a table of 
extensively calculated line strengths of the hyperfine transitions for n = 2 to 10 
and L = 0 to 2 is compiled. 
Appendix A 
The line strengths of electric dipole transitions between the hyperfine states of 2S 




With the notations 2 2s+1S( J, F) and n 2 s + 1 P(J ,F) , the states are labeled: 1— 
2 3S(0,l/2); 2—2 3 S(l , l /2) ; 3—2 3S(l,3/2); and 1—n XP(1, 1/2); 2—n ^ ( 1 , 
3/2); 3—n 3P(0, 1/2); 4—n 3P(1, 1/2); 5—n 3P(2, 3/2); 6—n 3P(1, 3/2); 7—n 
3P(2, 5/2) for n = 2 - 4, but 1—n aP(l , 1/2); 2—n ^ ( 1 , 3/2); 3—n 3P(1, 1/2); 
4--n 3P(0, 1/2); 5—n 3P(2, 3/2); 6—n 3P(1, 3/2); 7—n 3P(2, 5/2) for n = 5 - 10. 
In this labeling, adiabatic convention is using. All calculated values of line strength 
S are tabulated in following tables. 
I l l 
Table 38: Line strength of hyperfine transition of 2S to nP. Numbers in brackets 













































































































































2 7 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 7 0.2(1) 0.2(1) 0.2(1) 0.2(1) 0.2(1) 
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Table 39: Line strength of hyperfine transition of 2S to nP. Numbers in brackets 






































































































































The line strengths of electric dipole transitions between the hyperfine states of 2P 
and nD are the form: 
5 = |{21 '3P(J )F)||f1 + ^2 | |n
1 '3D(J',F'))true|2 (177) 
With the notations 2 2 s+1P( J, F) and n 2s+1D( J, F), the states are labeled: 1—2 
aP(l , 1/2); 2—2 aP(l , 3/2); 3—2 3P(0, 1/2); 4—2 3P(1, 1/2); 5—2 3P(2, 3/2); 
6—2 3P(1, 3/2); 7—2 3P(2, 5/2); and 1—n lV{2, 3/2); 2—n XD(2, 5/2); 3— î 
3D(1, 1/2); 4—n 3D(1, 3/2); 5—n 3D(2, 3/2); 6—n 3P(3, 5/2); 1—n 3D(2, 5/2); 
8—n 3D(3, 7/2) for n = 3 — 10. In this labeling, adiabatic convention is using. All 
calculated values of line strength S are tabulated in following tables. 
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Table 40: Line strength of hyperfine transition of 2P to nD. Numbers in brackets 
represent powers of 10. Units are a. u. 
P D 3D 4D 5D 6D 
1 1 0.6661 0.6642 0.6576 0.6387 
1 2 0. 0. 0. 0. 
1 3 0.8572(-8) 0.8572(-8) 0.8572(-8) 
1 4 0.5243(-3) 0.2419(-2) 0.9030(-2) 0.2799(-l) 
1 5 0.4596(-4) 0.2082(-4) 0.1540(-4) 0.1328(-4) 
1 6 0. 0. 0. 0. 
1 7 0. 0. 0. 0. 
1 8 0. 0. 0. 0. 
2 1 0.1332 0.1329 0.1315 0.1278 
2 2 0.1197(1) 0.1193(1) 0.1180(1) 0.1144(1) 
2 3 0.4300(-8) 0.4300(-8) 0.4300(-8) 0.4300(-8) 
2 4 0.1021(-3) 0.4782(-3) 0.1795(-2) 0.5588(-2) 
2 5 0.8525(-5) 0.3690(-5) 0.2666(-5) 0.2269(-5) 
2 6 0.2161(-3) 0.1135(-3) 0.8880(-4) 0.7854(-4) 
2 7 0.2492(-2) 0.6472(-2) 0.1967(-1) 0.5547(-l) 
2 8 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 1 0.3739(-3) 0.1281(-2) 0.4328(-2) 0.1286(-1) 
3 2 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 3 0.1847 01847 0.1847 0.1847 
3 4 0.3348 0.3087 0.2963 0.2837 
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Table 41: Line strength of hyperfine transition of 2P to nD. Numbers in brackets 
represent powers of 10. Units are a. u. 


























































































































Table 42: Line strength of hyperfine transition of 2P to nD. Numbers in brackets 
represent powers of 10. Units are a. u. 
P D 3D 4D 5D 6D 
6 1 0.1169(-3) 0.4985(-3) 0.1807(-2 
6 2 0.2628(-2) 0.630(-2) 0.1949(-1 
6 3 0.1782(-2) 0.1782(-2) 0.1782(-2 
6 4 0.1356 0.1321 0.1294 
6 5 0.5198(-2) 0.8582(-2) 0.9997(-2 
6 6 0.2351(-1) 0.2360(-l) 0.2373(-l 
6 7 0.1164(1) 0.1160(1) 0.1147((1 
6 8 0. 0. 0. 
7 1 0.4874(-5) 0.2858(-5) 0.2003(-5 
7 2 0.6531 (-4) 0.3553(-4) 0.2446(-4 
7 3 0. 0. 0. 
7 4 0.3586(-3) 0.5973(-4) 0.1315(-4 
7 5 0.3964(-l) 0.3994(-l) 0.3998(-l 
7 6 0.3599 0.3600 0.3600 
7 7 0.5344(-5) 0.6455(-5) 0.9001(-5) 0.1204(-4) 
















Table 43: Line strength of hyperfine transition of 2P to nD. Numbers in brackets 
represent powers of 10. Units are a. u. 
P D 7D 8D 9D 10D 
1 1 0.5946 0.5193 0.4317 0.3577 
1 2 0. 0. 0. 0. 
1 3 0.8572(-8) 0.8572(-8) 0.8572(-8) 
1 4 0.7208(-l) 0.1474 0.2349 0.3089 
1 5 0.1221(-4) 0.1159(-4) 0.1119(-4) 0.1093(-4) 
1 6 0. 0. 0. 0. 
1 7 0. 0. 0. 0. 
1 8 0. 0. 0. 0. 
2 1 0.1189 0.1039 0.8639 0.7159 
2 2 0.1064(1) 0.9307 0.7764 0.6453 
2 3 0.4300(-8) 0.4300(-8) 0.4300(-8) 0.4300(-8) 
2 4 0.1439(-1) 0.2944(-l) 0.4694(-l) 0.6174(-1) 
2 5 0.2070(-5) 0.1955(-5) 0.1882(-5) 0.1833(-5) 
2 6 0.7317(-4) 0.6996(-4) 0.6787(-4) 0.6644(-4) 
2 7 0.1356 0.2692 0.4236 0.5546 
2 8 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 1 0.3244(-l) 0.6561(-1) 0.1040 0.1362 
3 2 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 3 0.1847 01847 0.1847 0.1847 
3 4 0.2620 0.2276 0.1885 0.1558 
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Table 44: Line strength of hyperfine transition of 2P to nD. Numbers in brackets 
represent powers of 10. Units are a. u. 
P D 7D 8D 9D 10D 
3 5 0.1849 0.1861 0.1868 0.1872 
3 6 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 7 0. 0. 0. 0. 
3 8 0. 0. 0. 0. 
4 1 0.3965(-l) 0.8177(-1) 0.1310 0.1727 
4 2 0. 0. 0. 0. 
4 3 0.1459 0.1459 0.1459 0.1459 
4 4 0.3326 0.2917 0.2432 0.2020 
4 5 0.1485 0.1473 0.1465 0.1461 
4 6 0. 0. 0. 0. 
4 7 0. 0. 0. 0. 
4 8 0. 0. 0. 0. 
5 1 0.2524(-3) 0.6172(-3) 0.1077(-2) 0.1489(-2) 
5 2 0.3014(-2) 0.6502(-2) 0.1067(-1) 0.1428(-1) 
5 3 0.6488(-l) 0.6488(-l) 0.6488(-l) 0.6488(-l) 
5 4 0.2919(-2) 0.2741(-2) 0.2396(-2) 0.2058(-2) 
5 5 0.4157 0.4155 0.4154 0.4153 
5 6 0.8161 0.8161 0.8161 0.8161 
5 7 0.3048(-l) 0.2700(-l) 0.2284(-l) 0.1923(-1) 
5 8 0. 0. 0. 0. 
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Table 45: Line strength of hyperfine transition of 2P to nD. Numbers in brackets 









































































































The general integral needed for this work is derived by Drake [30] 
/ = J Jdndr~2Rs(a\P')Y™:LI(h,h)T^ (178) 
where 
Rp(a}(3) = Mr^e-^- *' (179) 
p = {ij k} represents a distinct combination of powers, and 
T?lk2K(rx,r2) = X > k 9 i f c l * G W ( n ) * 5 f o ) (180) 
stands for tensor product. 
In terms of 3 — j , 6 — j , and 9 — j symbols, the general integral can be expressed 
as 
I = (-)L ' M I _M, M J 22
 X*IM*D*IM,A-IA(RP'RP) (181) 
Ai,A2,A 
where notation (a, b,...) = (2a + 1)(26 + 1)... is used, 
*A„A2,A = ( y
i+^L+\Xu A2) AM, A*, l[, l2, k2,1'2, L, L\ Kf'
2 (182) 
( h h xl\( i[ \i A\(h h \2\fi'2 x2 A 
o o o M o o o M o o o A o o o 
D^ = { A A* I] { £ *» \, } <183> 
and 
Ik{Rp,RP)= I TXdrx I r2dr2 r ^ d r ^ i?pPA (cos 012) (184) 
70 JO «/|n-r2| 
where PA(COS0I2) is a n ordinary Legendre polynonmial, and cos #12 is a purely 
radial function defined by 
c o s 0 1 2 = Ii±IJL_Ii2 (185) 
The general integral can be further expressed in more compact form 
/ = : ^ C A / A ( i V ^ p ) (186) 
A 
where the angular coefficients are 
C r / K L \ X,lM,ADXlMA (187) 
-M' Q M J 
and the radial integral in Equation (184) for higher values of A can be computed 
in terms of integral recurrence relations by Drake [30] 
c ^ - 2 (188) 
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W ? . » W ) = (2A + l)c + 2IK{r
a
x-\rf\ lnr) + I A _ i ( r ^ , rr2
2), 
c = - 2 (189) 
The recurrence relation involving logarithmic integrals is 
W r ? , r $ , r ? 2 l n r ) = ^ ^ [ l A ( rT \ r j "
1 , rft 'lnr)] 
2A + 1 
c + 2 
1 
c + 2 
c + 2 
J A l / i J '2 ' '12 J + /A-i(r?,r5,rJ2lnr), 
c ^ - 2 (190) 
The first and second integrals are 
I0(Rp>RP) = / ridri / r2c?r2 / r12dri2Rp>Rp 
J0 J0 J\ri-r2\ 
(191) 
A (a, b, c) = -[/0(a + 1, ft - 1, c) + I0(a - 1,6 + 1, c)] 
1 
J 0 ( a - 1 , 6 - 1 , c + 2) (192) 
Thus, the calculation of the integral I\(a, b, c) is reduced to evaluating I0(a, b, c) 
for a sufficient range of a. b, and c. 
Appendix D 
For the multipole transition integrals, the matrix element of Yg(ri) = y/47rT%0 fc(f j , f2) 
is involved (in this work, k = 1 is for dipole transition). The angular coefficients 
is defined by 
E(w)(ssj)(sj:)(ro:) 
Thus, by use of the general integral in Appendix C, the common factors of a 
given transition |{2 1'3S|jri<15 + r2
(1) | |n 1 ,3P)|2 for n = 2 to 10 and |{2 ^ P H n ^ + 
r2
(1^||n 1 ,3D)|2 for n = 3 to 10 are calculated. Final results are listed in following 
tables. 
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Table 46: Common factor |{2 ^Wr^+^Wn 1P)|2 and |{2 ^Wr^+^Wn 1D)|2 




































2P 0.2895 0.1918 0.1342 
Table 47: Common factor |(2 3S\\r1^+r2
w\\n 3P)|2 and |{2 3P\\rl^+r2
w\\n 3D)|2 




































2P 0.3089 0.2064 0.1452 
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